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The TurtusHm

1
Raphael decided to start

using his head when he

fought. So after a yeqr of

grueling training,

he has hard-core head butting

down to a science with

his power drill attack.

Manhattan's crime rate

is up. Two thousandfeet

to be exact.

Because Shredder has

ripped the islandfrom

theface ofthe Earth.

Splinter has taught the turtles some most excellent new moves that’ll have Shredder’s

mob babbling for weeks. And for the first time ever, you can practice your new ninja warfare on

each other in the two player mode as you face a never before seen eight

level test of turtle power for your NES.™

Battle for survival on surfboards, battleships, blimps, star destroyers,

and in the seediest parts of Manhattan where even a respectable reptile

wouldn’t wander.



4 The Turtles always

told Michaelangelo that

his smellyfeet were lethal weapons.

So he put them to use with

an awesome kangaroo kick that

knocksfoot soldiers silly.

Fortunately, when the going gets tough you can change turtles in

heat of combat, just like the tastiest of tag teams. It’ll take all of the fab

four to shred a slew of slugs like Leatherhead, Rahzar, Groundchuck

and Tokka.

So team up with the Turtles MwIm#
and stop Shredder from holding " " #WMt
up three million dudes and dudettes.

i The inspiration

I for Donatello’s
* devastating

r
attack move

came to him while at a late night

Bowlingfor Pizza party. Now he

enjoys striking with his gnarly

knockout roll. Spare no one, Don.

Sros 1o Fight Crime.
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31 Flavors of Vanilla t

By The GamePros

Ice cream connoisseurs, when you head out to a local ice cream parlor to score a

triple-scoop sundae, which do you prefer - a shop that offers only the basic, run-of-

the-mill flavors (vanilla and chocolate) or a place that offers a mess of flavors, from

rum ripple to macadamia coconut fudge? If you’re like most people, you go for variety.

Variety applies to the video game world, too. Retailers and gamers acknowledge

that the biggest advantage Sega had over Nintendo in their recent 16-bit Christmas

skirmish was a huge, diverse library of software - over 150 titles compared to 24 for

the SNES. In an attempt to overcome this Genesis selling point, Nintendo recently in-

creased the number of titles (from three to six) that its SNES licensees are permitted

to manufacture.

However, we all know that sheer numbers do not necessarily constitute variety.

Later this year, SNES owners will discover this lack of variety when the SEVENTH golf

simulation appears for the SNES. The game duplication doesn’t stop there, either. By

Summer’s end, there will also be four soccer carts for the SNES.

Although Nintendo of America evaluates all of its licensees’ products before they

approve them for mass production, they only report a ratings number back to the li-

censee. A ratings number is a score that tells a licensee how sellable Nintendo thinks

the game is. The rating, however, doesn’t take into account similar games that come

into the market at the same time. Although, according to a spokeperson at Nintendo,

Nintendo will provide this information if a licensee inquires.

There are a number of other research avenues a licensee can use to investigate

the marketability of a title. These include: reading the industry trade and consumer

publications (e.g. GamePro), attending trade and consumer shows (e.g. the Consumer

Electronics Show, Software Publishers Association), and polling consumers to see

what they like and want. However, none of these methods tell a company what

games their competitors are creating until it’s too late, i.e. after a lot of time and mon-

ey has already been invested in the product.

The only surefire way a licensee can research what the rest of the video game in-

dustry is doing is by talking to the other licensees, Nintendo, and Sega. While it’s true

that video game companies are in competition with each other for your dollar, the

video game industry as a whole benefits when there is open communication among

the game producers. If achieved, you can bet there wouldn’t be seven golf simulations

coming for your SNES.

A diverse games library is a key ingredient to the success of any new video

game system. Too many variations on the same theme get boring mucho pronto. Af-

ter all, even if you love ice cream, would you really want 31 varieties of vanilla?

Graphics: Judges the cart’s pix, animation, and artistic design; Sound: 5 = Turn up the volume!

1 = Noise pollution; Gameplay: Rates how smoothly the game’s command interface and controller

functions translate into onscreen action and fun; FunFactor: Here’s the bottom line: Is it fun?

Challenge: Rates the computer’s smarts and game skills, but remember a low rating here isn’t

necessarily bad and vice versa. See Graphics, Sound, Gameplay, and especially FunFactor.
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YOUR JOB: LEAVE THE IMPERIAL WALKERS
AS TWISTED AS THE EMPIRE THAT CREATED THEM

Venture into the Empire and in blinding succession you'll battle these masterworks of treachery: Imperial

PROBE DROIDS. STORMTROOPERS. AND THE NIGHTMARISH MONUMENTS TO CRUELTY. IMPERIAL WALKERS. AT YOUR DISPOSAL

W|LL BE A wild Tauntaun and Snowspeeders. Use them wisely and courageously

AND YOU WILL TRIUMPH ON THE ICE FIELDS OF HOTH. THEN, ESCAPE IN AN X-WING FIGHTER

n TO DAGOBAH. HOME OF THE JEDI MASTER. YODA. ONLY HE CAN SHOW YOU THE WAYS OF

the Force. Finally, you will be prepared for combat with Darth Vader in the

. Cloud City. Expect the most brutal test of your skills. Take the controls. Now. *

Dodge the attack of
AN IMPERIAL WALKER

/ay to Cloud
SHOWDOWN

Empire
Defeat the Wampas
IN THE ICE CAVESFORCE FROM YODA
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THE SUPER SCOPE. IT’S A BLAST.
AND SO IsfitoFF THESE HOT
ACCESSORIES.
16 Cartridge Tote

Game Boy Rechargeable Battery Pack

Cleaning Kit for Super Nintendo F 1

Cleaning Kit for Game Boy
Cleaning Kit for Nintendo
summ Set your sights on Super Scope and these other hot Nintendo

sumsms
'

GP592 accessories for $3 less with this coupon. Only at SuFTwriS^^
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NOW~EVEN THi PWcVlS AMIRACLE.
REDEEM THIS COUPON FOR,©OFF THE MIRACLE

PIANO TEACHINGfjYSTEM.
The most incredible and successful way to learn to play the piano, just happens to be the most fun.

Don’t wait any longer for your Miracle to happen. Bring this coupon to Software, Etc. today.
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SH OF NINTENDO,YOU’RE
AT THE WRONG STORE.
We’re Cheap On Prices. Not On Selection.
Only Software, Etc. has the Real Deals on Nintendo. Save up to $7 on your favorite action-

packed game cartridges with the coupons below. And see our floor-to-ceiling selection of

other games and systems. At Software, Etc. we’ve got more fun in store.

SUPER NINTENDO GAME CARTRIDGES
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NINTENDO GAME CARTRIDGES
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Sn>efMario3 • Dr. Malo
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Address:-
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Phone:

— Zip: —
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'

1

" :
1 "
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_
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State:—
Phone:

-Zip:-
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Super Marteland • Dr. Mario

Metroidll
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Call 1-800-328-4646
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Hidden Education
This letter is in response to your request

for opinions on educational video games

(The Mail, February ‘92). I am a 25-year-

old woman with a degree in Psychology.

I am very addicted to video games! I be-

lieve all video games have some educa-

tional value. I have seen my young

nephew eagerly trying to read and under-

stand the meaning of words printed on

his video games. When running across

these same words in different situations,

he usually recognizes them and remem-

bers what they mean.

Plenty of games also teach kids

about the concept of money. Take role-

playing games for example. When a child

needs to buy weapons or supplies for

their character, they must first figure out

how much money they have to spend,

as well as the best way to spend it. Puz-

zle games are another good example.

They teach children to strategize and

plan ahead. Even games which contain

“video violence” can both teach and im-

prove hand/eye coordination. Parents

who believe playing video games is a

wasteful pastime should reconsider.

While it is not on par with reading a

book, playing video games is better than

sitting on the couch staring at cartoons

all day! Video games at least get people,

big or little, involved and thinking!

Kelly Mummert, Fairborn, OH

Takin’ A Break

from Education
In no way, shape, or form do I want to

imply that education isn’t important. It’s

very important, and I take it very serious-

ly. However, as an avid video game play-

er and a full-time college student, I see

the educational aspect of video games a

little differently. When I come home from

a mind-blowing day at school to an

evening of mind-blowing homework, I

need to give my mind a rest before I dig

in. That’s when I grab my Game Boy,

pop in one of my favorite games, and

“relax” for a while. There’s so much infor-

mation we must absorb in our day-to-

day lives that it’s nice to tune out a little

bit. I purchase and play these games as

a noneducational retreat!

Marc Howard, Gardena, CA

In the Red
I have a complaint concerning your color

choices for the lettering of your ProTips.

I’ve noticed that occasionally you print a

tip in a color that is similar to the color of

the background design. This makes the

tip extremely difficult to read. An example

of this can be found in the Game Busters

section on page 122 of the February ‘92

issue. The ProTlp was written in red ink,

and the background is a reddish pink

color. Therefore, the tip was drowned out

in a sea of red. ProTips are one of the

best aspects of your fine magazine. I

urge you to avoid this.

(All of GamePro’s editorial pages (exclud-

ing the adpages) are created with the use

of computers. From this digital stage, the

pages are converted into film, similar to a

colorphotograph. Regular paperpages are

then printed from the color “proofs." Dur-

ing this page-building process, the colors

ofboth the artwork and the backgrounds

can gain or lose intensity. This is what

happened with the ProTip you saw, or

rather, didn’t see. The red background ac-

tually started as pale pink. However, by the

time it went through the entire page-build-

ing process, it appeared very red in color.

Our art department wotks very hard to

avoid these types ofproblems. Unfortu-

nately, sometimes they can’t - Ed.)

Monitor Wizard
I would like to offer some advice to read-

ers who are interested in hooking an

SNES to a Commodore monitor. This

can easily be done by taking the multi-

pin cable that comes packaged with

each SNES and doing the following: Plug

the yellow cable into the video jack on

the front of your Commodore monitor.

Then plug the red and white audio pins

into a “Y” adaptor. Finally, plug the adap-

tor pin into your monitor’s single front au-

dio jack, and you’re set to go.

Glen McCall, Ontario, Canada

(Thanks for the tip. - Ed.)

Caring for Your Joystick
For any of you who use the Genesis Ar-

cade Power Stick, I have a tip I’d like to

share. After about a year of use, I noticed

my Power Stick was beginning to stick.

Whenever I’d move a character in a giv-

en direction, it would continue moving

even after I’d eased off the controls. This

was frustrating me to no end, so I decid-

ed to investigate. After carefully removing

the bottom of the Power Stick, I discov-

ered that the inside was coated with a

black plastic dust. I’m sure this dust was

caused by the joystick grinding against

the spring. I simply dusted away the par-

ticles (contacts included) and my Power

Stick worked like new!

Frank Polaski, Fort Wayne, IN

(Thanks for another great tip, but as a re-

minder to our readers: Before you tamper

with any type of video game equipment,

first check to see if it’s under warranty. If

so, make sure you read over the warranty

before you take anything apart. Some war-

ranties are automatically invalid when

equipment has been tampered with. - Ed.)

A Correction

In the March ‘92 “Letter from the Game-

Pros,” Tiny Toons for the Game Boy was

listed as a Capcom product. In fact, it is

a Konami product, as we note in the Tiny

Toons ProReview in that issue. We ex-

tend our sincerest apologies for the over-

sight to Konami, Capcom, and our read-

ers. - Ed.

II Us What
You Think.

ine you've always wanted.

pur suggestions to-

-PRO Magazine

Editor

Box 3329
Q4064

wood City, CA 94064

for your input!
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CANJORDAN

"Larry's scary!'says Michael. “Man. he's so
consistent, never letting up. The guy’s a three-

pointmachine with eyes all around his head.

And he can hurt you in so many ways!’

Bird: “Michael's unreal. You never know
what he’s going to

do. Basketball's

never seen anyone
j

this creative. Imean, when he's on, you can't
:

turn him off. Talkabouthang time, Jordan owns
the airwaves.”

Jordan vs. Bird" The game designedby the guys who redesigned basketball: Michael and Larry.

They've done everything you can in the sport. Scoring titles. MVP awards. All-Stars.

Championship rings.

But they’ve never gone toe-to-toe like this before. Super One-on-One action. Larry's dead-eye
outside game against Michael's explosiveness. The
dream match-up anyone wouldjump through

hoops to play Don't miss what happens
when these shooting stars collide.

Jordan and Bird-the modern
architects ofbasketball-co-designed

this game. So you know this one’s

for the record books.



Jordan vs. Bird scores an incredible three pointer:

three events in one game. First, there's Super One-
on-One. You choose whose shoes you
want to play in, Michael’s or Larry’s.

You've got their authentic signature

moves, sweet spots, and complete
player control. Michael’s aerial

assaults and steals. Larry’s
i

spins and radar shooting.
,

‘

Plus more long range
bombs than the Gulf War
Once you've settled the

score, defygravity in Michaels
Slam Dunk Competition.

With ten classic Jordan jams
like the Helicopter; Leap Frog,

Fly Swat, Hula Hoop, and Stretch

Air The more daring the dunk,

the more points you earn with

the judges and crowd.

In Larry’s 3-Fbint Shootout, you By
with Bird from downtown. With
60 seconds to sink asmany buckets

as you can. And money balls count double. Find yourrhythm and you might just

top Larry Legend’s winning score of 22.

THREEALkSIAR EVENTS IN ONE GAME.

3

Super One-on-One.
The ultimate match-up. Jordan aerial

artistry vs. Bird's dead-eye shooting.

Jordan's Slam Dunk Competition.
Fly high, score higher. Five judges rule the

court when Michael takes off in the

Slam Dunk Competition.

Bud s 3 -Point Shootout.
Gobble up those 3-pointers like Bird and

be the ultimate money ball player.

You know it’s a majorsports eventbecause EASNS there to cover it.

With your detailed stats at the end ofevery quarter. Instant replay

Evena“Bird’s-eye"viewfrom 3-point range.

Visit your local EA dealer or orderbyphone anytime:

(800)245-4525.And conquer the onlychallenge thatremains

for Michael and Larry: Each other



By the Whizz

Multi-Gcme
(bits

They used to be a no-no. Now video

game companies are saying yes-yes to

multi-game cartridges.

More Fun for Your Buck!

Multi-Game Carts. The name conjures

up visions of inexpensive Asian rip-offs,

with names such as “lOO-in-l” and “50-

in-1.” In the past, these games were of-

ten simple, single-level puzzlers or ille-

gally copied versions of existing games,

where each regular level was isolated

and merely called a single game.

Multi-game carts are getting a new
look and a decidely spruced-up image

for the ‘90s. Camerica’s leading the way

with its Quattro series (see Quattro Ad-

venture Pro Review this issue), which

contains four games in a 2 meg cart.

Quattro Sports and Quattro Adventure

are available now. American Video En-

tertainment and Active Enterprises are

bringing in carts with 30-games-in-l

and 52-games-in-l respectively. Even

Nintendo, a vigilant multi-cart buster, is

getting into the act with its Super Scope

six-pack (see GamePro, April ‘92).

There isn’t a whole lot of mystery

to packing a bunch of games into a sin-

gle cartridge. To fit more video fun into

a single cart, software developers can

either create common software (called

drivers) which all the games in the cart

can share to save space, or simply store

as many games as will fit in the silicon

real estate available.

Action 91
Active Enterprises (305/559-0711, Mia-

mi, Fl) packs 52 games in its Action 52

cartridge due out in May. Created, de-

veloped, and produced in the U.S., the

Action 52 utilizes 16 megabits (four 4-

meg chips) of storage ROM. The games

in the Action 52 share software drivers

which handle common functions for

all the games, such as menu-selection,

basic jumping and shooting, and a few

other features.

Active has programmed brand-new,

original games for the Action 52, which

feature from 3 to 20 stages each. Ninja

Assault is a four-level action game with

sampled voices and sound. Itk short on

Cheetahmen star in Action 52.

storyline, but big on hack-’n’-slash ac-

tion. Billy Bob is a cartridge cowboy who
must save his sweetheart, Marylou, from

the bad guys. Time Warp Tickers takes

place across a weird-looking, surrealistic

landscape. The hero is a hand a la the

Addams Family’s Thing, specifically an

index finger, a third finger, and a thumb.

The Action 52 has a showcase

game, too. The Cheetahmen is a six-

level, action/adventure with characters

that will also star in their own separate

NES cart and possibly in a syndicated

cartoon show. You guide the three giant

Cheetahmen in their fight against the

evil beings ruining Game Land.

The cart’s priced at an eye-opening

$199 suggested retail. Divide that figure

by 52 and you get Active’s marketing

strategy for the Action 52 and a key at-

traction of multi-cart games - price per

game. The Genesis version of this cart

is slated for a September release.

MaxiVision
American Video Entertainment (415/

342-9737, Burlingame, CA) put 30

games into the MaxiVision cartridge,

which packs its multi-game fun into 24

megs (two 8 meg ROMs and two 4 meg
ROMs). MaxiVision is due out inJune.

AVE didn’t jump through a lot of

hoops to store its games in one cart. It

merely reprogrammed existing games

to fit into the existing ROM space.

Aside from some circuitry to support

menu-selection and supplement bank

switching necessary to direct the NES
CPU to game info, all the games are ex-

act duplicates of existing carts.

In fact, twenty-five of the 30 games

have been available in their own carts

from Color Dreams, American Game
Cartridges, and AVE. Wally Bear and

the No! Gang is a cute skateboarding

game with an anti-drug message (see

its ProReview in this issue). Mermaids

of Atlantis is an action-oriented puzzle

game, where you help fun-loving Mer-

people pop high tech bubbles that an

evil industrialist has used to surround

their games. Ultimate League Soccer

and Venice Beach Volleyball are two

sports games. F-15 City War is an ac-

tion-packed, jet combat game. Dudes

with Attitude and Dudes with Attitude

II are outrageous treasure hunt games.

MaxiVision will cost $149.95.

Again, AVE says price per game is

where the value is.

Hie More the Merrier?

How good can the games in these carts

be? As we always say, the proofs in the

playing. See the review of Camerica’s

Quattro Adventure in this issue of Game-

Pro and stay tuned for more reviews of

multi-game carts in future issues.
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TAKE HOME A
SEGA SPORTS GAME.
AND WE’LL SEND YOU

A BUNCH OF
SWEATY JOCKS.
Our “Championship Moments” video delivers

some of the biggest names and most exciting

moments in Football, Basketball, Baseball and Auto

Racing. We’re talkin' a serious collection of non-stop

stuffs, sacks, strikes, shots and skids.

And it’s all yours with any Sega brand sports

game from the Genesis’" or Game Gear™ line-up.

Anything from Joe Montana II Sports Talk Foot-

ball™ to Clutch Hitter,™ to our new David Robinson’s

Supreme Court™

Just follow the instructions fS£n£SI&
on the coupon below.

Then we’ll see to it you wind GAME GEAR
up with jocks all over yourTV —

GET SEGA’S SPORTS VIDEOTAPE. PLUS A POSTER OF JOE MONTANA.
Mail in this coupon, the Sega™ Genesis™ or Game Gear™ sports title proof of purchase (UPC symbol) and store cash

register receipt dated between Feb. 15, 1992 and June 30, 1992 with a check or money order for $3.95 to cover shipping

and handling. Make check/money order out to: SEGA SPORTS VIDEOTAPE OFFER, and mail before July 15, 1992 to:

SEGA SPORTS VIDEO SPECIAL, P.O. Box 4138, Blair, NE 68009

gRWtGtM'

NAME (PLEASE PRINT)

I PRIMARY USER AGE

ELIGIBLE GEI
MONTANA II SPORTS TALK FOOTBALL
SPORTS TALK BASE8ALL
PAT RILEY BASKETBALL
CYBERBALL
SUPER VOLLEYBALL
TOMMY LASORDA BASEBALL

ELIGIBLE Gi

JOE MONTANA FOOTBALL
SUPER MONACO GP
PUTT & PUTTER



CHIPS & BITS GENESIS SNES TG16 GAME GEAR 802-767-3033
SEGA SHOOTERS

MERCS $45
Midnight Resislar>c$42

Musha $49

Phelios $29
Predator 2 $56
Raiden $49

Road Blasters $42
Sagaia $39
Soldeace $54

Space Harrier 2 $37

SEGA SPORTS
John Madden Ftball$39

John Madden '92 $42

Jordan vs Bird $39

King Salmon $42

Lakers vs Celtics $42

M Lemieux Hockey $45
Mike Ditka Football $29
MLBPA Sprts Talk $52
NHL Hockey $46
Olympic Gold $45

SNES KICK & PUNCH
Final Fight $54

Golden Fighter $49

Lgnd Mystical Nnja $54

Panza Kickboxing $54

Pitfighter $49
Rival Turf $54
Street Fighter 2 $59
Super Ninja Boys $54
SNES ADVENTURE

Actraiser $54

Addams Family $54

Batman:Joker's Rtn$54

Battle Toads $54

Blues Brothers $49
Contra 3 $54

Castle Vania 4 $54
Dream TV $49
Family Dog $49
The Flash $49
Great Battle $49

Home Alone 1 or 2 $49

Hook $49

James Bond Jr $49
Joe & Mac $49
Joe vs the Wall $54
Lenus $54
Nosferatu $54
Out of this World $54
Paperboy2 $54
Phalanx $54
Prince of Persia $49

Radio Flyer $54

Rap Quest $49
Robocop 3 $54
Robomech $54
Rocketeer $54
Rocky & Bullwinkle $49
Simpsons $54
Soulblader $54
Smash TV $49

SNES SHOOTERS
Metal Masters $5‘

Raiden Trad $5-

Rap Attack $5<

Smash TV $4!

Strike Gunner $5<

Supr Mega Force $5-

Supr R Type $4!

Thunder Spirits $4!

UN Squadron $5'

Xardion $5'

SNES ROLE PLAYING
Arcana $59
Drakkhen $54
Dungeon Master $59
Final Fantsy Lgnd 2$59
Golden Empire $59
Lagoon $54

Lost Mission $54
Magic Sword $54
Might & Magic 2 $54
Spellcastr Aspct Vlr$54

GAME GEAR
Eternal Legend $34

Fantasy Zone $24

G Forman Boxing $29
G-LOC $29
Golden Axe $39
Golf $32
Halley Wars $29
Indiana Jns Lst Cr $34
Joe Montana Ftball $32
Junction $29
Mickey Mouse $29
Ninja Gaiden $32
Olympic Gold $32

Outrun $29
Outrun: Europa $34

Pac Man $27
Paperboy $32
Popils $27
Pro Pouch $16
Psychic World $27
Pun & Putter $27
Rastan $29
Revenge Drancon $27
Shinobi $32
Slider $29
Solitaire Poker $27
Sonic Hedgehog $32

SEGA ADVENTURE
Adventur Syd Vallis$42

Alex Kidd Castle $29

Alien Storm $42

Aliens 3 $49

Alisia Dragoon $43
Atomic Robo Kid $19
Back to Future 3 $42

Batman $42

Bimini Run $42

Bonanza Brothers $29

SEGA ADVENTURE
ToeJam & Earl $46
Turrican $34
Vallls $54
Vallis 3 $56
Where Time is CSD$49
Wonder Boy MonsL$46
SEGA KICK & PUNCH
Beast Wrestler $56
DJ Boy $39

Double Dragon $39

With 'TEST
(DRIVE 2' you

[climb behind
[the wheel of the

(most advanced

jearth; Porsche

1959. Ferrari

If 40, and
Lamborghini
[Diablo. Choose
[city. mountain,

lordesen terrain

[with manual &
(automatic con-

Itrol at 2 difficulty

levels. $49

I In 'TERMINA-
ITOR' you as-

Isume the role

lot Kyle Reese,

la commando
[sent back in

(time to protect

[Sara Conner
land the key to

[survival for the

[human race.

[Your enemy is

[the Terminator,

[a cyborg killing

[machine sent

[back to kill her.

18 megs. $49

BULLS VS
LAKERS' has

real players,

teams. & more

moves. Fea-
tures all 1991

playolt teams
plus the East &

(West All Stars.

Improved pass-

ing & defensive

:ourt graphics

and active

alayer mdica-

or. $49

Pat Riley Basketbll $34
PGA Tour Golf $49
Pigskin $52
Powerball $45
RBI 3 $42

Side Pocket $49
Speedball 2 $43

Summer Challenge $49

Super Volleyball $35
Tennis $43
T Lasorda Basebll $52
Winter Challenge $46
World Class Ldrbrd $42
World Chmp Soccr $35
SEGA HARDWARE

GENESIS Systm $139
Arcade Power Stck $39
Control Pad $19
Game Genie $54
Genistick $24

Happ Control Pad $19
Power Base Cnvrlr $34
Power Clutch $34
Video Monitor Cable$ 9

Wireless Control #1 $39
Wireless Control #2$19
SEGA SIMULATION

688 Attack Sub $56

Abrams Battle Tnk $49
Desert Strike $42
Devilish $45
Dinoland $39
FI 5 Strike Eagle 2 $54
FI 9 Stealth Fighter $59
F22 Interceptor $42
Ferrari Grand Prix $48
Hard Driving $45
Maverick $59
Outrun $42

Paperboy $42

Quad Challenge $45

Road Rash $42

SNES SPORTS Ultima False Propht$64

American Gladiatrs $54 Wanders from Y's $54

Baseball Stars 2 $54 Wizardry 5 $64
Bulls vs Lakers $54 Zelda 3 $54
Championship Bxg $49 SNES STRATEGY
Extra Innings $49 Casino Kid 2 $49
Hole in One Golf $49 Castles $54
Jack Nicklaus Golf $49 Chessmaster $49
Madden Football $49 Equinox $49
NBA Supr Allstar C $54 Faceball 2000 $54
NCAA Basketball $59 Kablooey $49
Nolan Ryan Basebll$49 Lemmings $49

| A I'JORDAN VS I
Populous $49W BIRD 1

is fast
Pushover $54

I J\ action one-on- $49

one Basket- Railroad Tycoon $59

Tty ball. Compete Rampart $54

I ^ in 3 events. Romnce 3 Kgdm 2 $59

I one-on-one, Shanghaii 2 $54

I ^ Slam Dunk! Simcity $49

m- and 3 point Wheel of Fortune $49

k||H shootout. Fea- Where's Waldo $49

H^Htures 10 differ-
Wordtris $54

Fighting Master $42

Growl $43

Heavy Nova $49

Kageki $42

Moonwalker $42

Mystical Fighter $43
Panza Kickboxing $49
Pit Fighter $45
Slaughter Sport $49
Streets of Rage $45
Street Smart $42
Two Crude Dudes $43

Spiderman $29
Strider 2 $34
Super Golf $29
Super Monaco GP $29
Woody Pop $27
SEGA ROLE PLAYING
Arcus Odyessy $56

Battlemaster $43
Black Crypt $59
Buck Rogers 1 $55
Corporation $49
Exile $56

Cadash $43
Chuck Rock $49

Crackdown $42
Dark Castle $29
Decapattack $42
Dick Tracy $34
El Viento $56
Ernest Evans $54
E-SWAT $42
Fantasia $42
Fatal Rewind $39
Final Zone $26
Flicky $19

Flintstones $49

Gadget Twins $55

Gain Ground $42
Ghostbusters $39
Ghouls 'N Ghosts $48
Golden Axe 1 $52

Golden Axe 2 $45
Indiana Jones LC $56
James Pond $36
James Pond 2 $42

Jewel Master $34

Kid Chameleon $46
Land Buster $42
Leander $54
Marvel Land $49
Mickey Mouse $42

Mystic Defender $39
Onslaught $29
Qcksht Donld Duck$42

Rambo 3 $45
Rastan Saga 2 $42
Rent a Hero $42
Revenge of Shinobi$52

Rolling Thunder 2 $49
Saint Sword $39
Shadow of Beast $49
Shadow Blasters $29
Shadow Dancer $42
Simpson KrustyFH $48

['EXILE' is an m-

[teractive RPG
[join Sadler on
[his quest to rid

[his lands of an

[evil invasion.

[You will meet a

[variety of

[people, from
[wandering holy

[men to bold

[desert bandits,

[including large

[scrolling map,
[and intense

[hand-to-hand
[combat. S56

CHIPS & BITS
PO Box 234

Rochester VT 05767
802 767 3033

Fax 802 767 3382
GEnie Keyword CHIPSPGA Tour Golf $49

Pebble Beach Golf $54
Pro Tennis $49
Rogr ClemensMVP $54
Smart Ball $49
Space Football $49
Supr Baseball 1000$49

Faery Tale Advntr $29
Fatal Labyrinth $29
Immortal $49
Immortal Hintbook $10
King's Bounty $26
Lord of the Rings $59
Might & Magic 2 $55
M& M2 Hint Book $10
Phantasy Star 2 $59
Phantasy Star 3 $59
PStar 3 Hint Book $14
Shining Darkness $59

I Starflight 1 $55
Starflight 1 Hintbk $10
Star Oyssey $59
Super Hydlide $47

Sword of Vermillion $59
Traysia $54
Vampire Killer $52
Warriors Etrnal Sun$59
Y's 3 $55
SEGA SHOOTERS

After Burner 2 $42

Air Buster $43

Air Diver $44

Arrow Flash $29
Atomic Runner $42

Battle Squadron $26
Burning Force $19

I Caliber 50 $42
Crossfire $39
Death Duel $49
Dynamite Duke $34
Elemental Master $56
Fire Shark $43
Forgotten Worlds $48
Gaiares $56
Galaxy Force 2 $46

Granada $29
Hellfire $39
Insector X $39
Last Battle $37

GAME GEAR
Game Gear $139
TV Tuner $99
AC Adapter $15
Battery Pack $39
Car Adapter $19

Carrying Case $15
Deluxe Carry Case $19
Gear to Gear Cable$15
Master Converter $1

7

Aerial Assault $24
Aliens 3 $29

We accept Visa, MC, & Money

Orders. COD add $5. Checks

Held 4 Weeks.Most Items

shippedsameday. All shipping

rates are per order not per item

.

UPS $4: 2 Day Air $6: Mail $5:

Air Mail Canada $6: HI, AK,

PR, 2 Day $1 2: Air Mail Europe

$1 2 first item plus $6 per addi-

tional item. Call for hardware

I' S U P E R
BATTLETANK'
is a first person

simulation of

[theMIAl battle

hank's role in

Operation
| Desert Storm.

[You control

|
machine guns,

[armor piercing

[shells & smoke
|grenades in

[day&mghtmis-
[sions.withdigi-

[tized sound &
[graphics. $54

WWFSUPER WRESTLEMANIA' lets you control!

superstars like Hulk Hogan. Sid Justice. & the]

Macho Man Randy Savage. Use power slams and|

suplexesto become the nextWWF champion. $54|

California Games $42
Cyberball $42

D Robinson Bsktbll $46

Demolition Rally $42

E Weaver Baseball $49
Evndr Holyfield Bxg$46
Hardball $46
Hooves of Thunder $49
Jesse "The Body" $46
J Connors Tennis $54
Joe Montana Ftball $42
Joe Montana 2 $49

Supr NBA Bsktball $54

Supr Off Road $49
Supr Play Actn Ftbll$49

Supr Power Punch $54

Super Slam Dunk $49

Supr Soccer Chmp $54

Supr Tennis $49
Supr Wrestlemania $54

Waialae CC Golf $54
Weaver Baseball $52
World Champ Bxng$49
World Leag Soccer $49

shipping rates.Advertised prices

are fornewgames. Used carts

traded at $25 to $40 less than

new. No cash paid, store credit

only. Used carts sold at $10 to

$25 less than new.

Slime World $43
Sonic Hedgehog $45
Spiderman $45
Splatterhouse 2 $47
Stormlord 1 or 2 $49
Strider 1 or 2 $56

Swamp Thing $45
Sword of Sodan $34

Technocop $47
Technocop:Final M $52
TokLGoing Ape Spt$43

Terminator $49

Ax Battler $27
Bart Simpsn vs SM $29
Batter Up $27
Berlin Wall $29
Chase HQ $29
Chessmaster $29
Clutch Hitter $32

Crystal Warriors $32

D Robinson Bsktbll $32
Devilish $29
Donald Duck $32
Dragon Crystal $27

All sales final. Shipping

times not guaranteed.

Defectives replaced with

same product. Price & avail-

ability subject to change.
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,
By Hack ‘n Slash

I

The hottest action in the ar-

k cahes is heading for a core

tiorf*

®treeT^hter^rbhamptonship
r

BS-
is here! As if the lines for Streetfiahtpr

II weren t long enough already, this Un-
grade, with all its new features’ is guaranteed to pack arcades to the maxi

°

SpSip edition (Capcoml

Streettighter II black belts will find them-

selves at home with the beat- em-up a

ton in the Championship Editiom It fea-

tures the same graphics and game

controls as the first edihom The
hghts

Sre^adeis

,he abSity ot both Players to choose from all

19 characters including Balrog, Vega,

SaaTandM Bison. These
characters were

resented for the computer
in the jog™'

cnrtrup head-to-head challenges,

5Ssssss
sssr-*--
possible tights!

Several characters have new and im-

proved moves in theirr deadly
reperttoes.

you think you've
mastered all the Str

fighter
techniques, take a peek at these.

BSSSS"
downwards kick.

Chun Li- Also when in you're in throwing

range pressTowards plus the Forward

S She’ll make aflip kick to the chest

and automatically flip backwards to safety.

Ken and Ryu: Their Dragon Punches have

been pumped up to cover a wider area of

attack.

NI Bison- Push Down while you press

"use. He'll lump ontoi an oppo-

nent's head, landing on his chest with a

downwards punch.

hi. Bison-. To launch an awesome aerial

multaneously pressing any punch butt

^
Blanka: It’s easier to charge his^eledricity,

even if you use the Fierce punch button.

Sanat- Throw high and low fireballs by

usfng the Punch or Kick button and the

correct joystick rotation.

E. Honda: The sumo headbutt attack is

faster and meaner.

E Honda: Use the Fierce button to launch

a series of rapid sumo punches.

Balrog: Headbutt opponents when you get

within throwing
range.

Zanoiel- You move towards your
opponent

wton you engage the spinning attacks.





you're a gladiator about to face off in an

intergalactic game of space hockey called

Ballistic An alien hand drops the puck. And

before you know it you're off blasting at the

puck with your cannon, ricocheting it off walls

and bumpers and trying to slam it into the

enemy goal. Hitting bonus items on the way

will boostyour score. Hitting land mines and

puck splitters won't. Not to mention the acid

pools, puck magnets, and the weird effects of

gravity you'll find on the playing field. And be

prepared, because Ballistix comes flying at you

with graphics that are out of this world, and

sound that will hurtle you into the next. But if

you still think this game is a slapshot in the face,

we let you change the difficulty levels in every

part of the game, from the puck's speed to the

nagging pull of gravity, to give you a fair shot.

So suit up and get Ballistix. Because outer space

has no room

for spectators.

Be an architect and design your own
stadium. Eight reprogramming options

let you customize the game.

Collect items to help you defeat Level

Bosses. With every level you complete,
you'll be rewarded with a special power.

Wander through Darkwood Forest and try

to outwit the wolves, werewolves, and
strangling vines lurking here.

I



You've just been put in command of a

Navy Patrol Boat. But before you set your

orders, you'll receive trainins as a sharpshootins

machine sunner, a deadly artillery expert, and a

steely eyed navisator. Once you master these

skills, the admiral will sive you a briefins and

You've been bitten by the Queen of

Darkness, and you have until dawn to find a

cure. Wander through nine nightmarish levels

on your quest to cure yourself. Along the way,

you'll encounter witches, werewolves and other

demons of the night. Get help from the few

friends you meet on your journey. Iron swords,

crossbows, rifles, and other life saving weapons

are yours to use, if you can find them. Fend off

werewolves and vampires with garlic and

crosses, or lure these creatures of death out

with pieces of meat. And as you battle your

way past the different levels, you'll gain special

powers to change into different creatures. Of

course, don't forget the hair raising graphics and

spine tingling sound effects that will make your

blood curdle. Dawn is quickly approaching.

Either save yourself from the evil spell of the

you'll shove off to rescue POW"s from the Viet

Cong. Or go up against a Colombian drug

cartel. Or root up the fanatic rebel army of a

deposed South American dictator. As you do

battle, monitor the action from a first person

perspective at four different battle stations.

And choose which weapons you want on your

boat. But don't wait too long. Your enemies

aren't going to let your POW's live forever.

So get your training, your assignment, and

your visa card. Because the jungles of the

world don't take excuses. And they don't

: : mmim

Turbo Technologies. Inc.

Ballistix, Night Creatures, and Gunboat are Trademarks of NEC Technologies, Inc.



and the city’s in an uproar. No matter

what it takes, we need “the terror that

flaps in the night” to rescue us from the

scourge of the F.O.W.L organization! It’s

a dirty, thankless job, but some duck’s

gotta do it.

He swoops out of the shadows...

Darkwing Does It Again
Fresh from a full season of Disney After-

noon crime-busting, Darkwing and

friends are swooping into your Nintendo!

That’s right, Capcom U.SA (the same

publisher that brought us animation

greats, such as DuckTales and Chip ‘n

Dale Rescue Rangers) is responsible for

this latest cartoon cart for the NES. Al-

though Darkwing brings along his goofy

sidekick, Launchpad McQuack, and that

screwy know-it-all, Professor J. Gander

Hooter, this cart’s built for one duck, and

one duck only.

You are Darkwing Duck!

Go Darkwing! Go Darkwing!
When Darkwing hits the streets, you’ll im-

mediately recognize the Mega Man/Chip

‘N Dale action. His moves are tried-but-

true, side-scrolling classics: run, jump,

duck (no pun intended), shoot, grab, and

hang. The hang move is particularly use-

ful because it enables him to ride con-

veyor belts, reach high girders, or wait

safely below ledges. Darkwing’s armed

with unlimited ammo for his trademark

Gas gun (a basic pea-shooter), but he

can also find Arrow, Thunder, and Heavy

Gas cartridges for temporary use. Dark-

wing’s last move, totally original and to-

tally cool, is the Cape Barrier defense.

Just hold down Up and he can deflect

most enemy fire!

PROTIP: Darkwing can enter hidden bonus

stages by shooting in the air and touching

the Go! icon ifit appears. Inside these

bonus stages, your best strategy is to stay

in the middle of the screen, shoot the cap-

sules which fall from the sky, and grab on-
ly the importantpower-ups and 1-ups.

Let’s Get Dangerous!
Usually, DW’s feathered fears come to life

once per episode, which means he’s on-

ly got one felon to fry at any given time.

Well, in this NES cart, Darkwing’s in for

septuple trouble. Seven sneaky scum-

faced scoundrels are pilfering St. Ca-

nard’s finest locales. To make a long sto-

ry short, if Darkwing doesn’t bag the

crooks and throw them in the slammer,

he’s a duck outta luck!

DW takes on the first three villains,

Quacker Jack, Wclfman, and the Uquida-

tor, in any order. Quackeris fowling up the

construction of a Bridge, so Darkwing

must negotiate cranes, hooks, pulleys,

buzzy beetles, and bats to track him

down. Wotfman’s haunt is Downtown, so

watch out for the full moon’s psycho ef-

PR0T1P: To avoid this rafter bat, jump to-

wards it onto the next hook. Then quickly

Jump back to your originalsafe spotand
let it fly by you.

fects! Liquidator's swiping valuables from

the Underpass, and his sewer gators are

a real crock for DW.

PROTIP: This tortoise tenor is a snap to de-

feat Wait ‘til it nods its head rapidly. Then

leap over its shell and shoot the turtle with

a few Gas bursts.
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Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

PROTIP: Darkwing despises these cheap

imitation, evil, caped ducks. To take 'em

down, stand still and block their fire with

the DW Cape. Then do the Gas thing.

Moliarty’s taken over a Tower high-rise. If

DW dispatches that trio, he’ll take on the

last and the worst on his hit list - Steel

Beak and Beak’s F.O.W.L floating fortress.

PROTIP: Duck-eating plant traps abound in

the Forest Deal with it, Darkwing. Jump
foiward and nail the stem. Leap back and
dodge the petal. Then move in and do it

again.

PROTIP: To knock off these crew-cut ma-
chine gunners, which appear late in the

game, hang from a hook when they open

fire. Jump down and blast offa few shots.

Then return to your safety hook and repeat

the process.

Darkwing Duck by Capcom U.SA
$49.95

Available May '92

PROTIP: Be sure to grab this Heart Brief-

case before you take on Mollarty!

PluckingDW
Darkwing TV show fans will freak

over the sharp, colorful graphics.

Even our hero’s oversized floppy hat

and flashy outfits are intact! You’ll even

recognize the theme song, sorta.

Much like his Disney video game

predecessors, Darkwing’s cart

is great 8-bit action enter-

tainment. The gameplay’s

solid, and the Challenge

is set for intermediate

gamers. A two-player option, like in Chip

‘n Dale, would have been appreciated.

But, hey, those are the breaks.

Capcom usually leads the charge in-

to NES gaming fun, and Darkwing

makes his move with flying colors!

PROTIP: You can’t get rid of these pesky

clown ducks. Shoot to stun, then leap over

them and hightail it outta there.

Next, Darkwing takes his pick from

three more loony goonies - Brushroot,

MegaVolt, and Moliarty. Brushroot is

holed up in the Woods outside of town.

MegaVolt’s thieving duck thugs are rob-

bing warehouses along the Wharf, and
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NINTENDO
PRO REVIEW

Unoleum Blown Apart

Is smaller bad? Camerica

' doesn’t think so. Take a
'

look at Quattro Adventure,

four games in a 2-meg cart.

Steal from the Rich,

Give to the Poor
Super Robin Hood could easily stand as

a action/adventure cart on its own. This

tough cart’s got sharp, sideview graphics,

and sound that’s the best among the

Quattro crew.

Robin must rescue Maid Marian

from the Sheriff of Nottingham. But first

he must find Keys to castle doors and

48 pieces of treasure (six different types

-Chests, Crowns, Shields, Diamonds,

Goblets, and Rubies), which are hidden

in eight levels of the Nottingham Castle.

The Keys help to open doors or passageways

that weren’t accessible before.

Armed only with his trusty bow and

arrow, Robin fights a challenging, ongo-

ing battle with the Sheriff’s patrolling

bowmen, spear-holding dwarves, and a

nasty zoo of castle beasties. Deadly

traps and tricky jumps require some gold

medal caliber, thumb athletics

PROW: You can sling arrows offscreen to

stick enemies.

You can walk through water, but you lose a life

(3 hearts) ifyou fall into lava.

24

PROW: To take out Boss 3, run to the top

of the gargoyle’s head. There you can hit

him, but he won’t be able to touch you.

Robin is no dumb thief. He has to

run, jump, duck, climb, and shoot his

way out of trouble. He can also pull a

slick crouch-slide, and the faster he runs,

the higher he jumps.

Super Robin Hood dishes out the

best action in Quattro’s band of games.

This cart’s not easy to beat, but you’ll

have a merry time trying.

PROW: You may find money HIGH up in the

trees. Keep flipping.

We told you the Snorkel would come in handy!

GamePro's Game Rating System The name of this game is “Explore

and Memorize.” You find an eggs-cellent

collection of items that help you over-

come obstacles. Since you can only car-
Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

Treasure Island Dizzy is a cutesy little,

sideview adventure, starring the U.K.’s

most popular egg-headed computer

character.

Dizzy must escape a tropical island by

solving a gameful of puzzles and avoid-

ing egg-eating creatures.

Always grab Money Bags. The Snorkel helps

later on.

ry three items at a time, you must decide

what to carry and remember where you

left the castoffs. Some objects don’t

have obvious value (such as a rock), but

they prove to be useful.

PROW: In some areas it’s a good idea to

jump straight up before you step. You

might see an overhead danger.

Traps and natural hazards have you

walking on eggshells aplenty, but overall

this game is the least challenging of the

Quattro crew. It’s a brain teaser that’s fun.

Continued on page 26.
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® That power-crazed maniac Cobra Commander is back. This time, the snake’s raised

the ancient island of Atlantis out of the ocean and turned it into a base for taking over

the world. He’s got an invincible army. Space

weapons too. [y But hey, you’re a member of

the G.I. Joe team and you’re up for the fight.

You’ve got to make it

through lethal territor-

ies and destroy Cobra’s

awesome weapons complex and gunships. Blow it and it might

as well be the end of the world. Get psyched and enlist today.

The weapons the

Cobra's hiding in

these statues could

really ruin you.

Watch outfor the

Warlords -oryou
won't have a prayer

ofmaking it alive.

CAPCOM
USA

G.I. JOE 01991 Hasbro Inc. C1991 CAPCOM USA. INC. Nintendo and the official i

For more information, call (408) 727-0400.

(Nintendo)



Get Out of this World
Linus Spacehead is an addicting game

that encourages you to rise to new heights

- hopefully off planet Earth. You help

stranded space dude, Linus, find parts for

his radio. Help him rise from the bottom of

the ocean to the upper atmosphere, so he

can send an E.T. S.O.S. home.

The variety of challenging, jump-and-

dodge action is the main attraction here.

The game’s full of stupifying obstacles

and bothersome beasts that try to keep

Linus down. For example, the first level

scrolls vertically as you try to hitch a ride

on fragile bubbles floating up from the

ocean floor past toothy fish to the sur-

face. On the other hand, the second level

scrolls horizontally as you scurry across

the terrain, leaping over bouncing co-

conuts and other obstacles along the way.

Five more thumb-straining levels await

you as you try to gain altitude.

PROTIP: Just because the bubbles are big,

doesn’t mean they'll last longer.

PROTIP: Don’t by to get all the Linoleum

Bars in Level One, or you’ll run out of

oxygen.

Scale to the heights of the atmosphere.

Linus Spacehead will keep you busy.

It tosses a ton of tough hazards and

tricky jumps your way. The graphics look

good, despite some clashy background

colors. Head out into space with Linus.

G’Day, Mate
Ready to venture to the Outback and

rustle up some boomerangs? The

Boomerang Kid pushes your jumping

skills, and patience, to the max.

These animals may look harmless, but they’re

deadly! Remember that you can’t swim.

Your sideview boomerang collecting

covers three worlds (the Outback, the

Castles, and the Caves), which consist of

10 areas each. Each area is basically a

single-screen puzzle. You have to figure

out the best route to hop over to the

boomerangs. This ain’t easy.

The Kid has extremely fragile feet and

little tolerance for even medium distance

drops. One touch by Outback creatures,

such as kangaroos, koalas, and snakes,

knocks you out. Moreover, the game pro-

vides only three lives and no continues. To

top it off, each area has a time limit. You’ll

get to know the early levels well.

PROTIP: You need both Switches to complete

this level. Beware of the Suit ofArmour.

Boomerang Kid’s not a bad little

puzzler, but its smallish graphics are a

might hard on the eyes. You’ll likely re-

play the other games in the Quattro col-

lection before you return to Boomerang.

Multi-Madness?
The majority of the Quattro Adventure

games could easily stand by themselves.

Super Robin Hood is the star. Linus

Spacehead and Treasure Island Dizzy are

good games in their own right. Without

the other three, Boomerang Kid would

belong down under.

However, as a group, the Quattro

Adventure games work well and repre-

sent a good video game deal. The only

apparent drawbacks to cramming all these

games into a single cart is that there’s little

room for meg-hogging features, such as

game savers and glitzy graphics.

Quattro Adventure by Camerica Games

$54.95, Available now, 2 megs
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HE’S NO DUMMY!
And if you love 16-bit action, you’re not either! Join

SmartBall in this wacky new adventure and slip, slide, slith-

er and ooze your way into the craziest worlds you’ve ever

imagined. Through hot tropics, deserts and dangerous

urban battlezones, it’s

you and your buddy

SmartBall against a very

mean group of nasties.

On your quest to rescue the Princess Wendy, you’ll take on

everything from flaming fire birds and hopping-mad rabbits

to cacti and sandworms. Bonk 'em! Bop ‘em! Or dodge

‘em! But whatever you do, keep on moving. SmartBall for

Super NES. Eight dizzy-

ing worlds. Awesome
graphics. All from Sony

Imagesoft.

(Nintendo)

SONY

I

Smanflall'* is aitittulM Oy Son, I manBair. -Sony Imagasoft', and "Imagesoft" are IfaOamarKsol Sony Imagssoftlnc SmanBali was oe.eioceo Dy Sony Uuac IMAGESOFT^



a wacky cast of characters raced cross-

country for a chance at a cool million

bucks. On their way, they seized every

opportunity to break tons of traffic regu-

lations. If you’re a Cannonballer at heart,

take a one or two-player test drive of

Race America by Absolute, a new cross-

country road rally for your NES.

Long Distance Driving
If you’re into motoring across the U.S. in

a 6-gear, 135-mph top speed, sports car,

you’ll dig Race America. You race from

shore to shore against eight, mean, four-

wheelin’ bandits, luckily only one at a

time. The course runs from Boston to

Los Angeles with stops in New York,

Washington, Cincinatti, Detroit, Chicago,

Kansas City, Dallas, and Denver. Your

goal? Dust A.J. Turbo, Supreme Road

Warrior of the Team Absolute road crew!

You’ll probably never clean AJ.’s clock

the eight straight times required for a final

victory. Less skillful players can practice

up for Mr. Turbo by dueling with his sev-

en flunkie buddies, or you can just bum
rubber against a friend in a simultaneous

two-racer game.

The checkered flag!

Pedal to the Metal
Since Race America features one-on-one

race face-offs, the other cars and motor-

cycles on the course are just distractions.

Put your car’s revving power to the test

in two race segments, the Drag Race

and the Road Race.

28
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During the Drag Race, you must

quickly accelerate out of the starting

blocks, but remember to switch gears to

kick in the juice. You must take into ac-

count your machine’s RPMs and speed, ,

not to mention oil slicks and your oppo- /

nent. You see the Drag area in a side-

view, split-screen perspective.
Dodge Viper RT/10

1 Engine: V-10

I Transmission:
6-speed manual

1 Power: 400bhp

I Torque: 450 \b7ft-

Acceleration'.
0-60 in 4.6 seconds

I Top Speed : 159 mph

1 Only 200 produced
for the

\ 1992 model year!

PROTIP: To take the Drag Race lead, watch

the radar and change lanes left or right to

avoid potholes.

Once you accelerate outta the pits,

you’re thrust right into the Road Race.

You’ll either appear in the Trailing Win-

dow, a small view of the chase car, or the

Leader Window, an oversized display of

the current leader. Both windows utilize a

standard 3-D, first-person perspective.

Anytime racers close the gap on their op-

ponent, the view switches to a cool, fly-

by, overhead, camera angle. If the lead

changes hands, the 3-D windows flip-

flop. A straight split screen would have

been less confusing than this view sys-

tem, but it’s still unique for an 8-bit racer.

PROTIP: During the choppercam doseups,

try to bump your opponent into oncoming

traffic.

PROTIP: Ifyou’re playing against the com-

puter and its racer is dilly-dallying around

a section of fuel canisters, pull over to one

side of the screen, grab your fuel, and then

speedpast the CPU.

PROTIP: When you reach a gas can refuel

spot, slow down to approximately 10 - 15

mph. Drive over the can to fuel your tank

close to its max!

Races for Aces
If you’ve already burned the competition in

NES roadsters, such as Rad Racer and

Rad Racer II, don’t expect anything outra-

geous in Race America. Ihe drivin’ is pretty

routine, except for the awkward gear-shift-

ing mechanism. Graphics and sounds? I’m

not shoutin,’ but I’m not poutin’. In a nut-

shell, Race America’s strongest asset is its

split screen versus mode for one or two

racers together. If that feature sounds ap-

pealing, you’ll want to take Race America

for an NES spin today!

GamePro's Game Rating System

©
Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

Race America byAbsolute Entertainment

$44.95

Available May ‘92, 2 megs
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Rev’ Up for Action
with Race America™
Win a limited edition

die-cast metal model

of the hottest car

of the decade...

(1) First Prize

Race America

Champion!

An exclusive Limited Collec-

The Dodge Viper
RT/10!

Enter the fast lane with this new

NES cross-country road race for

1 or 2 players! Race day and

night toward 9 major U.S. cities

against a friend or 8 great com-

puter opponents! Travel coast-

to-coast in a super sportscoupe

at speeds up to 180+ mph!

tor’s Edition Dodge Viper RT/10

Die-Cast Metal Model! Made in

Italy by the internationally-

renowned Burago company!

You’ll be one of the first in the

U.S.A. to own this specially-

commissioned superbly-crafted

'/a scale die-cast replica of the

Viper!

• An Absolute Entertainment

Race America' NES Game Pak!

• A one-year’s subscription to

GamePro Magazine!

• A special Viper RT/10 promo-

tional poster!

GAMEPRO

(5) Second Prizes

Win an Absolute Entertainment

Race America ™ NES Game

Pak!

(25) Third Prizes

A special Viper RT/10 promo-

tional poster!

Rules

Entries must be received by May 31,

1992. Drawing will take place on June

1, 1992. Winners will be notified by

telephone and/or mail. Chances of win-

ning are determined by total number of

valid entries received. Total value of

prizes awarded is under $5,000. This

sweepstakes is sponsored by Absolute

Entertainment, Inc. and GamePro mag-

azine. No purchase required. One entry

per person. To enter, fill in the coupon

or print your name, address, city, state,

zip code, phone number, age, and the

words "GamePro Race America

Sweepstakes" on a 3"x5" piece of pa-

per and mail to: GamePro Race Ameri-

ca Sweepstakes, P.0. Box 3329, Red-

wood City, CA 94064. Only valid in the

U.S.A. Void where prohibited. Employ-

ees of GamePro, Absolute Entertain-

ment and their affiliates are ineligible to

enter. GamePro and Absolute Enter-

tainment reserve the right to cancel

this promotion at any time with appro-

priate notice. Winners names and prize

information may be used by GamePro

and Absolute Entertainment for pro-

motional or advertising purposes with-

out further compensation.

Race America™ is published by

Absolute Entertainment, Inc. and is a

trademark of Absolute Entertainment,

Inc. All rights reserved. Nintendo, Nin-

tendo Entertainment System and the

Official Seals are trademarks of Ninten-

do of America, Inc. © 1989 Nintendo

of America, Inc. © 1992 Absolute En-

tertainment, Inc. All rights reserved.

Dodge Viper photographs, Burago

model, and poster courtesy of Dodge

Division, Chrysler Corporation.

i 1

|
Race America™ Sweepstakes!

! My engine’s revved and ready to go! Enter me in the Race !

J

America
1 ' 1

Sweepstakes!

i Name Age i

j
Address

j

J

City
|

j

State Zip Phone ( ) '

i 1
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Wally Bear and the NO! Gang is a

skateboard cruisin’, action/adventure

cart with a message that wants to clean up the

streets. In an effort to fight drug abuse and

promote the general good, American Video En-

tertainment (AVE) created Wally Bear and the

NO! Gang in conjunction with the American

Medical Association and the National Clearing-

house for Alcohol and Drug Information.

Wally Bear is our skateboardin’ good

Samaritan. You maneuver him through eight

levels of skate scrapin’ action on his struggle to

reach his Uncle Gary Grizzly’s house in time for

the party.

The dregs

of society crawl

out of the wood-

work (and the

sewers) to stop

you. Armed with

bombs and spit

wads, Ricky Rat,

Larry Lizard, Willard

Weasel, and a nasty

gang of beasties will

wipe you out if you

run into them.

PROTIP: Check all doors. They can pop you

into the next level.

The skating’s vaguely reminiscent of

Skate or Die, and that’s pretty good. But it takes

more than a good deck and a sober attitude to

make it through this cart. Throughout the

game you find handy items, such as hidden

Skateboards for

speed, Flying

Discs to bop the

bad guys, and

Teddy Bears for

extra lives.

Wally Bear,

like Life cereal, is

good for

you—and fun. The

graphics are de-

cent, but the mu-

sic sounds like a

Playskool tune.

Hopefully, through Wally, you'll see that it’s

cool to say “NO” to drugs.

PROTIP: Watch out for

anything that flies

(such as birds and
bats), or drips (such

as toxic waste). They’ll

blindside you if you

don’tduckand cover.

PROTIP: Jump for

frisbees. They give

you ammo. Remem-
ber to kneel down
when attacking

snakes. Ifyou dont,

your frisbee will pass

right through them.

WallyBearand theNO! Gang

byAmerican Video Entertainment, Inc.

$29.95, Available now, IS megs

Wazula swiped the gorilla's babe,

Barbi Bikini, and dragged her off for

a lava bath in darkest Africa. Now Thrilla’s on

a single-player, surfing and skating rampage

to prevent a Barbi barbecue.

Skate jammers who hung eight on

UN’s T & C I will find this sequel is bad news

for posers. This jungle trek is more challeng-

ing than the

PROTIP: Land directly on

jungle goons to put them

out of commission.

ing sessions

are fast knuckle-crunchers. The moves are

basic leaps and ollies, and they’re all con-

trolled by one button. Speed determines the

style and height of your jump.

In other areas, Thrilla grabs his board

and hits a river, or a waterfall, for some seri-

ously thrilling surfing. Rocks, crocs, wasps,

and menacing marine wildlife make the going

tough and the riding rough.

Next to his board (skate or surf), Thril-

la’s favorite transportation is a shark. He dives

into the deep aboard a fanged fish and takes

on schools of piranhas with a spear gun. The

big boss Great Whites can be a pain.

Town & Country’s return to NES

pleasant sur-

prise. The ac-

tion’s challeng-

ing, but

controllable.

The smoothly

scrolling graphics

and pretty scenery

look 8-bit great,

and even the

sounds aren’t bad.

T&C II is tough,

but as Thrilla his-

selfsez, “If it

swells, ride it!”

PROTTP: To defeat the

Nemesis of the Deep,

move to the back of the

screen and release a

steady stream of spears

which will take out the

big shark and annihilate

his fish fiends at the

same time.

Dragon Spirit by SOFEL is a lively

and challenging action/adventure

cart, where you assume the role of both man

and beast. Your task is to use your man/drag-

on powers to destroy a certain wicked war-

lock, Zabbaong,

who’s leveled

your village.

Zabbaong

is hiding some-

where deep

within his castle,

which is perched

atop Mount Ghia.

Journeying up to

and inside the

castle requires six

stages of nonstop

hack ‘n’ slash

combat. It’s sur-

PROTTP: To defeat the

Stage Three Boss, posi-

prime spot From here,

you can safelyjump over

this boss’ electrically

charged circles of Tight

and still have time to

jump up and land two or

three solid blows.

PROTIP: Avoid hitting the

Robot Generators when-

ever possible. Ifyou hit

them, they release rotat-

ing blades, which are

sometimes difficult to

imp oversafely.

T&C K: Thrilla’s Suriari byUN
$47.95, Available now,

megs unavailable

Despite some limits in character maneu-

verability, Dragon Fighter is a good-looking

game that packs plenty of fun and tough chal-

lenge. If you’re up for a good dose of thumb-

numbing action, grab hold of this dragon.

GamePro's Game Rating System

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

Dragon Fighterby SOFEL,

$49.95, Available now, 2megs

K
“v

rounded by devious traps and deep ice

caves, which are fortified with an army of

nightmarish creatures. To combat your evil

enemies, you’ve been bestowed three lives,

two weapons,

a sword and

the Metamor-

phic Power.

Destroying an

enemy with

your sword

builds up your

power. When

you reach a cer-

tain power level,

you can activate

your Metamor-

phic Power to transform into one of three

flying, fire-breathing dragons.

PROTIP: In Stage Three, seek outpower
restoring potions inside small, colored

k
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ITS A HU!
Bottom of the 10th, two outs, bases loaded, and the

league's best hitter is at the plate. Will he take your screw

ball downtown? Or will you blow him away with your awe-

some fast ball? Find out when you play Extra Innings, the

amazing new baseball game for Super NES.

Select your starting lineup based on who’s hot and who’s

not. With Extra Innings, you call the shots and control the

action: the spin on the

curve ball, your batter’s

slugging power, even

your player’s dive for a

shot up the middle.

When you play Extra

Innings, you can put

ucENSE^OF^^njv

(Nintendo)

Extra Innings" is ftstnhjtrt Oy Sony Imagssoll Inc. 9200 Sunsat 8ou'evi

on a hit and run, take a long lead off first, or nail a base

runner at the plate on a sacrifice fly. Play like the pros

as you fight for a 12-team league pennant. And remem-
ber, statistics are updated and available on every player.

You even select the stadium — air dome, midsize, or

high-walled. Every choice changes the game.

There’s never been a baseball game like Extra Innings.

Eight different playing

options, including two-

player mode and all-star

team competition, make
this the hit of the sea-

son. Extra Innings. It’s a

home run!

SONY



Might and Magic II, one of the biggest

and most challenging role-playing adven-

ture series for the PC, has been available

since last Christmas for the Sega Gene-

sis. Now a more spectacular version of

the game is coming for the SNES. But

this month, look for a translation of the

original Might and Magic (Might and

Magic I: Secrets of the Inner Sanctum) for

the NES. If you’re into fantasy role-playing

carts, we know what you’re going to be

doing over the next couple months!

Might and Magic I: Secrets of

the Inner Sanctum

By The Spam Weasel

Might and Magic I by

American Sammy may be

one of the largest ( 4 megs)

fantasy RPGs to ever grace the NES.

M&M I proves bigger can be better, if a

little slower.

We’re Havin’ A Party!

M&M I doesn’t disappoint when it comes

to RPG partying. It offers plenty of char-

acter-building options that are as good as

they come. Unfortunately, the cart doesn’t

let you build a party right at the start of

the game. You must always start out as a

Knight, but you can add a Cleric, two

Sorcerers, a Robber, and one more

Knight to a party by visiting the Inn at

Sorpigal (your starting point).

PR0T1P: When you prepare your party, keep

rerolling your Wizard’s vital statistics until

his Speed rating is 15 or higher. A good

Speed rating will often enable him to cast

a spell before an enemy can attack. On the

other hand, your Cleric should have a low

Speed rating, so that he/she is the last one

to go during a melee and can cast the ap

propriate spell to heal any wounded char-

acters before the next melee round.

However, it isn’t until you find the

Guild (also located somewhere in Sorpi-

gal) that you can get down to serious

party-building. That’s where you can reroll

a character’s seven vital statistics, choose

a new class, select your race, and pick

your character’s alignment. However, any

Experience your characters accumulate

before going through their metamorphisis

at the Guild is wiped out. Bummer!

It’s Sloooow Good
Might and Magic is graphically superior to

any other NES cart of this genre. There’s

plenty of diversity in the creatures you

fight, and you’ll also travel through some

nice-looking scenery. Although the battle

scenes are fairly nondescript, you get a

great graphic explosion when you exter-

minate a monster with a magic spell.

The cart’s biggest drawback is its

sluggish user interface. To equip a charac-

ter or change his weapon, you must se-

lect “Camp.” After leaving Camp, M&M
always has to tell you that everyone is

OK-fine before it allows you to continue

on your journey. It’s definitely an unnecce-

sary step that slows down the game.

PR0T1P: In Sorpigal at XI2, Y3 face west

and move forward. There’s a secret door

that leads to a leprechaun. For one gem,

he’ll transport you to any city in the game!

PR0T1P: Don't steal the town treasure in

Eriiquin, unless your poly ofcharacters is

at approximately the 20th level. The trea-

sure Just Isn’t large enough to risk a jail

sentence or death.

Might Made Right
Might and Magic I provides hundreds of

adventure hours without the hack-’n’-

slash burnout that’s typical with extensive

RPGs. There are so many different quests

enroute to defeating the game that the

adventure never grows stale. This is high

praise indeed for a role-playing adventure.

Might and Magic I byAmerican Sammy
Price not available, Available April

4 meg + battery backup

Might and Magic II:

Gates to Another World
With its eye-popping graphics and a

great soundtrack., American Sammy’s

SNES conversion of Might & Magic II

looks like it’s going to be even better than

the PC version. However, be prepared for

a long haul. Here’s the story...

ne Elements of Cron
Long ago, the land of Cron was threat-

ened by the four evil Elemental Lords:
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Acwalandar the Water King, Shaiwend

the Air Tyrant, Pyrannaste the Fire

Monarch, and Gralkor the Earth Emperor.

Cron’s most powerful spellcasters creat-

ed an Orb of Power held by four Talons

A prince named Kalohn pledged to

master the Orb and destroy Gralkor. He

fought the Elemental Lords in a horrible

battle and successfully sealed them in

the four corners of the world using the

powerful Talons as barriers. However,

Kalohn kept the Orb.

Eventually, Kalohn became King.

The land of Cron prospered, while the

banished Gralkor fumed in his exile.

Gralkor’s anger spawned an incredible

dragon, which sought to destroy the

King and all of Cron.

Kalohn, brave as ever, faced the

dragon’s onslaught. Just as he called

forth a water shield, its fiery breath de-

stroyed him. The shield’s great torrent of

water drowned the dragon, but the Orb

was lost. The land of Cron was cast into

a dark, chaotic age. The only hope of

restoring peace to the land was to locate

the Talons and the Orb.

That’s where you come in....

it’s Magic
Better quit your day job. This cart will

likely take hundreds of hours to com-

plete! But if you’re into good RPGs, you

should love every hour of it!

Might and Magic II: Gates to

Another World by American Sammy
$69.95, Available June ’92

8 meg + battery backup

Ifyou figure out the- —«•' name of the Guardian
Pegasus, you’ll be well rewarded.

rience level -that is, uni
the wrong part oftown!

five towns in the land of Cron -

filled with adventure and
mystery.

of your mission.

The Spirit otCorak
tells foe

Peeeeeeed Me!
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THE ONUTGAME

TO SCORE WIT

THE NHL
a This is definitely the ultimate

powerplay
Twenty-two NHL teams. Two

All-Starsquads. The StanleyCupt
All the wholesomemayhem you love*

aboutprofessional hockey
It’s all here in NHL HockeyThe most action-packed, fast-paced, and high-

contact Genesis game to come along since
John Madden Football"

In fact, the same guys (&W5MES5ISJ

who tackled Madden designed NHL Hockey
So you think they’d miss any of the sport's finer

points? Get real.

Every skater is modeled on 14 different

attributes, like skating, strength, and f
rink awareness, based on 1990-91 stats.

As you can see from this composite
screen shot, there’s more action than you can
shake a stick at.

Your goalie has asmanysaves as the

Red Cross. Kick saves, glove saves, stick

saves. You can even pull him foran
all-out assault.



There's total player control, too. Take ballistic

slapshots, execute slybackhands, flickpasses
to teammates;make great kick, glove, orstick

saves; slash, hook, trip, high stick,

or check the living daylights

out of the other guy
But if you step over the

line, the refs will

you. Then cool

your skates in

the penaltybox.

The goal of the

game is to skate and
score your way to the

Stanley Cup. To get there,

you 'll face-offagainst every
obstacle the pros do.

Tsslism

h0(testgaraeonto

Ifyou have all the right moves, you get invited This game definitely doesn’t pull any
punches. After you taste a few hip checks,

poke checks, and shoulder checks,

youll know what we mean.

Compare position-by-position scouting

report at-a-glance.

Overtime periods. Power plays. Play-offs. Penalties.

Everything’s the spitting image ofhockey Instant replays.

Scouting reports. Rowdy crowd reactions. Sound and animation
that’ll level you.

Take your best shot at the NHL. See your local

to orderNHL Hockey now.
It’s the only way to play

with the pros and still keep
your teeth.

ELECTRONIC ARTS'

fj%
r
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GENESIS
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If you’re a Genesis owner

r with a fancy for horror,

stop, look, and listen. You’re

gonna’ love what Namco’s whipped up

in their development laboratory.

Rick, star of the original gushy,

gooey Splatterhouse for the TurboGrafx-

16. is back for an encore performance in

Splatterhouse 2 for the Genesis. Once

again, Rick’s trapped inside the Mayan

Mask of Terror. He must endure the

questionable good/evil powers of the

mask and use them to rescue Jennifer

from the evil spirits who've captured her

in Part One.

Only in Your Nightmares
Namco welcomes you to this nightmar-

ish action/adventure with a creepy ani-

mated sequence. It first re-hashes the

original Splatterhouse story, and then

sets the scene for Part Two.

There are nine stages in this blood

and gore marathon. Your fun begins

when you wake-up in the yard outside

the house where Jennifer’s trapped. Bare-

ly out of your comatose state, you’re im-

mediately greeted by the unwelcoming

committee! They're a ghoulish-looking

gang with a passion for nibbling on limbs.

PR0T1P: Destroy the Stage One boss bypo-
sitioning yourselfbeneath its belly and

hammering it over and over again.

PROTIP: Wait until the Stage Two boss spits

out a purple blob. Just as the blob flies to-

wards you, bust a jump kick into the crea-

ture’s eye.

PR0T1P: You can safely walk across these

spikes, as long as they aren’t fully protruding.

Brute Strength
Feeling offended by the carnivorous

greeting?! No problemo. You’ve got the

physique of a hormone-pumped Mr. Uni-

verse, plus the agile moves of a dancer.

Your talents include: body-caving Punch-

es, Low Kicks, Slide Kicks, and Jump

Kicks. Put together, these moves make

you a force to be reckoned with.

In some stages, you come across

an item (a Pipe, a Bone, or a Potassium

Bomb) or a weapon (a Shotgun or a

Chainsaw), which you can pick up and

use for protection. However, don’t expect

these formidable aids to make your jour-

ney a cake walk. Each item and weapon

is available on a temporary basis, and

they can’t be used in combat against

stage bosses.

The Pitter Patter of

Splattering Feet
Once you make your way through the

“garden of bleedin',” it’s back into the

house of horrors via a secret elevator.

From here you fight your way through var

ious rooms in the house. About halfway

through the house, you encounter Jen-

nifer’s spirit. Don’t let this fool you into
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thinking you ve won the war. Just as you

reach out to grab her - WHOOSH - she’s

snatched back into the pits of doom. Par-

ty on to the murky swamp and a

psychedelic pit of purple flames.

PROTIP: If a skull-ghost grabs you when
you travel through Stage Four, stop and
wait for it to retreat. The ghosts have a re-

verse effect on your gameplay controls. At

tempting to move may confuse you and

cause you to fall into a pit

Flesh-Eating Fun

Grab-happy little devils aren't they?

Aside from the occasional severed arm

and man-eating tadpole, the majority of

your battles are fought against three

main types of creatures: Zombies,

Screaming Mimis, and Ghouls. When

a you hear the Mimis scream, you’d swear

they’d voice trained with Michael Jack-

son. The Zombies and the Ghouls, on

the other hand, are just plain foul. Their

collective forte’ is spitting rotting gobs of

flesh at you. Yum, yum!

One-on-one, these creatures aren’t

terribly menacing. Unfortunately, they tend

to travel in packs. This makes the going

pretty rough. However, you soon come to

appreciate these large gangs of enemies,

especially if you love a good “gross-out.”

Each time you deal a fatal blow to a crea-

ture, you get the fully detailed, technicolor

effect of them splatting and oozing in ev-

ery direction. Pretty cool stuff!

PROTIP: Remain one step ahead of the oc-

topus in Stage Four by making multiple

Slide Kicks.

GAMEPRO • May 1992

PROTIP: Keep a close eye on these glass

cases. If one begins to vibrate, take it as a

sign. A Zombie is about to break out and
attack.

Good to the Last Chop
If you missed out on the fun of the origi-

nal Splatterhouse, don’t miss out on

Splatterhouse 2. It’s a bit on the gooey

side, but don’t let that bother you. If you

can’t appreciate Splatterhouse’s gross-

out factor, you can surely appreciate its

other redeeming qualities, which include

awesome graphics, neato sound effects

and music, mondo challenge, and non-

thumb-threatening character control.

If you’ve ever wanted to seek re-

venge on all those early childhood closet

monsters, now’s your chance to do it vi-

cariously through Splatterhouse 2. Good
to the last splat!

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

Splatterhouse by Namco
$54.95

Available July '92, 8 megs

GamePro's Game Rating System



By Jinky the Monkey

i
Unless he is stopped, Bal-

dour the prince of evil will

once again awake from his

state of dormancy, descend upon Earth,

and relentlessly terrorize all living crea-

tures. Only one woman can put an end to

Baldour’s reign of terror - Alisia Dragoon!

Alisia’s gathered together a band of

fighting Monsters. With them by her side,

she sets out to find Baldour’s cocoon and

destroy it before he stirs from his sleep.

Ttie Long Road to Victory

Alisia Dragoon is one of the finest looking

Sega products of the year. Seven rough-

and-tumble stages, and the final faceoff

round with the supreme dirtbag himself,

Baldour, keep Alisia and her monsters up

to their eyeballs in action.

An Electrifying Woman
Quick and nimble, Alisia’s capable of

jumping and ducking. While in motion,

she can also launch impressive electrical

jolts called Thunder Magic. From the

get-go, Thunder Magic easily fries ene-

mies. However, by collecting Level-Ups,

Alisia’s thunderous blasts become even

more devastating.

Other tasty power-boosters include:

HP Ups which increase the number of

hits Alisia can take; icons that provide her

with temporary invincibility; and Potions

which restore her life meter.

Jumping to ledge

PR0T1P: In Stage 2, make your way to the

third staircase. Before you descend, jump

over to the ledge on your immediate right

Move along this passage until you hit an

area with gray stone columns. Jump up to

land in a secret chamber that’s filled with

goodies.

Pet nicks
Alisia’s monstrous companions each have

their own unique fire power. You can call

upon a Monster whenever you choose,

or you can travel alone. Monster’s are ac-

cessed via a menu, which appears in the

far right comer of your screen.

Although they never stray far from

your side, Monsters march to their own

drummer by flying around and launching

attacks at will. At times, Monsters will

even jump right into the line of fire. Un-

fortunately, they aren’t impervious to

damage. In fact, they can be fatally

wounded. It’s up to you to build up each

Monster’s Hit Points, as well as distribute

life-restoring Power-ups to them.

If you blow it and one of your Mon-

sters bites the dust, all’s not lost. If you’re

lucky enough to find one, you can revive

a deceased beast via Revive icons.

PR0T1P: Be prepared to move back quickly

when you blast the floating rock creatures.

They shoot deadly shrapnel in all direc-

tions when they explode.

PR0T1P: Travel alone during the molten la-

va areas of Stage Five. Monsters take dam-

age when they fly anywhere near lava.

Monster Maslt
Alisia Dragoon is one monster party that

Genesis players won’t wanna’ miss. It’s

loaded with all the good things you want.

You can expect handsome graphics, re-

sponsive game control, and thumb-burn-

ing challenge. Go ahead, behave like a

monster. Alisia will love you for it.

Alisia Dragoon by Sega

Available now, 8 megs
$69.95

PROTIP: During the first level, build each of

Alisia’s Monster’s Hit Points up to Level

Three.
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This kid is having an identity crisis

Become Kid Chameleon™ from Sega:

You’ll change personalities as fast as

change helmets.

One moment you’re Maniaxe, a

lunatic in a hockey mask, armed

with hatchets and ready for action.

And then switch into Red Stealth,

a sword swinging samurai who

turns even the baddest bad guys into

sushi. Put on another helmet and become

Berzerker, a demented rhinoman who

takes any challenge head on.

Watch

out, these

are just a

few of the

maniacs

you can

transform

into. Col-

lect other

helmets

and turn a tough situation into a head-

banging party.

In fact, these helmets come in

#4®

Over 1800 Screens

you 11

real handy when

you go head-to-

head with

bone-

crushing

Flying Robots, head-smashing

Skull Ghosts or flesh-eating

Land Sharks. Or any of

the other vicious creatures

that love to turn your

world upside down.

There’s over 100

rounds to slam your head

against. 1800 screens with

eye-popping graphics.

And so many secret pas-

sages you’ll be whacking your

brain to find ’em.

an

So, if you’re looking for a good time,

change into the Kid. Kid Chameleon.

Kid Chameleon™ is one of

more than 150 hit games from

Genesis. Including Sonic The

Hedgehog™ Toe Jam & Earl,™

Spider-Man™ and SportsTalk

Baseball.™ Genesis.The choice

is simple. The choice is SEGA'."

HU.Genesis

Leading the 16-bit revolution!
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By Slasher Quan

Even with its title of “Crime

Capital,” New York still pulls

the tourists in. But when a

series of nuclear explosions level the Big

Apple in the year 2010, few folks feel like

visiting, much less moving there! It takes

the Peace Corps Task Force 10 years to

reconstruct the once proud city. Their ef-

forts, however, go for naught when an

evil-minded organization of bandits, Big

Valley, moves in and starts trashing the

town all over again!

The government won’t sit still while

their rebuilt metropolis is being crushed a

second time. They have no choice but to

call in the most skilled, ruthless merce-

naries around - the Two Crude Dudes!

Enter you and a friend.

fivo Crude to the rescue!

Two New!
Yup, Two Crude Dudes for the Genesis is

a double-player, eight-megabit, fistfight-

ing extravaganza! Experienced arcade

coin-poppers who played Data East’s

two arcade versions (Bad Dudes or Two

Crude) will love Genesis Two Crude’s

kick-and-punch action. You also get five

stages of side-view, slug-n-slam street

fighting. In fact, the game is nearly identi-

cal to its arcade predecessors, except

the Dudes lose a few of their “too” crude

features, like belching.

Get Bad, Dudes
Your properly pumped-up individuals, Biff

and Spike, are shade-wearing, studly,

street heroes with attitude. They know all

the basic hand-to-hand assaults, but the

most potent and useful is the grab-n-

throw. You can toss signs, cans, cars,

small tanks, enemy fighters, and even

your partner! Not only are Biff and Spike

lean and mean, they’re also well-dressed

for street punks. No wimpy 8-pixel-tall

sprites here! All the characters are over-

sized, graphic health hazards.

PROTIP: Use ajump kick to crunch the cola

machines at the end of each level. When
the timer ticks down to approximately 15

seconds, gulp down your collection of

Power Cola to restore lost energy!

Roadkill War Zones
The Dudes show off their buffed bods

when they clear a level, but there’s no

room for posers when you’re crime-bust-

ing in Two Crude. This cart’s a riot

straight from the get-go! As you progress

into devastated, mutated New York,

you’ll pile drive Punks, flame-spitting Py-

romaniacs, Rabid Dogs, Snipers, and a

slew of cyborgs. Ugly faces deserve

beautiful backgrounds, and you’ll get

plenty of those in the sewers, warehous-

es, snowy alleys, and subways.

PROTIP: You can take out entire gangs of

enemies with a single, flyingjump kick!

PROTIP: Try a leap-n-grab attack to ground

this thug airlift

PROTIP: To defeat a Pyromaniac, use a

jump kick. Then reteat to a safe area of

the screen while he fires his flame gun.

Now move in and do it again.

above you. Then rock him with a few fists.

You’llbe safe from his explosive “gifts.”

Data East gets a double-fist high-five for

Two Crude. Biff and Spike have the fight

game down cold with sweet visuals,

great rockin’ tunes, and controllable, intu-

itive gameplay. Whether you’re a novice

or a veteran street-beater, you’ll be into

the Dudes ‘cause you can choose your

difficulty setting. Remember: the bigger

they come, the harder they fall!

GamePro's Game Rating System

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

Two Crude Dudes by Data East

$49.95,

Available now, 8 megs
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ncalls’EmflsitSees'Eni.

It’s like playing and

coaching in the bigs,

only better. You’ll get to

call everything from the

batter’s stance to a sacri-

fice bunt. Through a full

162 game season, includ-

LennyDykstra a pennant race.

And you’ll hear the action on every

play as it goes down. From Rickey

Henderson’s steals to Cal Ripken Jr.’s

latest grab. All the runs, hits and errors.

The pick-offs, steals, and shoe-string

catches.

Remember, there’s only one place to

catch chatter like this. New Sports Talk

Everything else is just bush league.

ill SPORTS TALK

More than 500

players and their

1991 season stats.

Talk about your deep

bench. We’ve teamed up

with the Major League

tion to let you choose

from more than 500 big
Travis Fryman

league players, and their 1991 stats. Sluggers

such as Canseco, Strawberry, Puckett and

Ruben Sierra. Strike-out artists like Ryan,

Eckersley and Roger Clemens.

Sports Talk.

Sega" announces the

biggest improvement in

the game since nachos.

New Sports Talk Base-

ball™ from Sega™ Genesis.™

The only video baseball

game with a play-by-play

announcer who covers WiU Clark

all the action as it happens. We’re talkin’

everything from the top of the first inning to

the bottom of the ninth.

Listen Up.

“Bottom ofthe seventh. The relief

pitcher is in. He takes a

H long look and delivers.

H The steal is on. There

I goes the throw . . . safe!

I Runners at second and

third now. Here’s the

three-two pitch. Ball

four. He loads the bases."

Terry Sleinbach

Sports Talk Baseball is one of more than 150 hit games from Genesis.™ Including Sonic The Hedgehog,™ Toejam & Earl,™ Spider-Man™ and

Joe Montana II Sports Talk Football." The choice is simple. The choice is SEGA.

Robbie Thompson

makes a close play

to stop Cecil Fielder.

Leading the 16-bit revolution.”

MLBPA Logo© 1992 MLBPA. Official licensee of Ihe Major League Baseball Players Association. Spores Talk Baseball, SEGA and Genesis are trademarks ofSEGA.
© 1992 SEGA. P.O. Box 5188. Redwood City. CA 94063. All other titles arc tradcmaiks of respective licensees. Speech produced by Electronic Speech Systems of

Hayward. CA. U.S. Patent No. 4,214,125 and others. Product not sponsored or endorsed by the NFL



PROTIP: To beat the Level 1 Crab Brain

boss, aim for its mouth from a safe dis-

tance. Hide above its body when it extends

its claws, then move quickly to avoid being

crushed when it retracts its claws.

PROTIP: Annihilate the Egg Walker boss in

Level 2 by hovering above it and pelting it

with down-angled Cannon shots. Weave

away from the blue bombs!

PROTIP: Yikes, it’s the Heat Viper, boss of

Level 3! Dust it with a concentrated volley

ofshots into itsjowls. Avoid its ensnaring

tongue at all costs.

Sol-Deace by Renovation

$69.99,

Available now, 8 megs

By Boss Music

In the 33rd Century, Dr.

Edwin Deace searched for

a way to break the slave

chains of the berserk super computer

GCS-WT, which has held the free uni-

verse captive for millennia. He was offed

by alien hordes before his top-secret

project, the Sol-Deace space craft, could

launch into action.

Now you and a two man crew team

up to avenge the good Doctor. Unfortu-

nately, GCS-WT launches a full-scale

preemptive strike while you’re still getting

your space legs.

Deace’s Domains
Sol-Deace is Renovation’s followup to

Gaiares, which our very own Team Game-

Pro selected as 1991 ’s shoot-’em-up cart

of the year (see GamePro, March ‘92).

Obviously, there’s a reputation at stake.

Don’t worry, Sol-Deace for the Genesis

makes a valiant run at sky supremacy.

You fly solo in this sideview, horizon-

tally-scrolling shooter, which takes you in-

to six insane shooting stages, including

the Cilius colony, the Moon Weapon Fac-

tory, and the Artificial Sun. The action is

strenuous, with an ulcer-inducing barrage

of bullets blasting across the screen at all

times! Renovation cuts you an endless

continue break. But if you eat

lead in Level 6, you’re

back to Level 5.

(Ouch!)

PROTIP: Don’t be incinerated by this Level

4 Laser Trap. Stay inside the middle of the

beams and you’ll live to fight another day.

‘Til Death Do You Shoot
Sol-Deace’s fire power isn't flashy,

but it gets the job done. Your

coolest tool is the Power Can-

non, which you can fire at an angle. Other

add-on guns include the Blaster Missile, the

Wide Blaster Missile, the Bum Bullet Mis-

sile, and the Melt Ray Laser.

PROTIP: Grab a power-up andyou’re mo-
mentarily invincible!

PROTIP: You can bounce off watts without

dying, but don’t try this in a tight corridor

or you’ll ricochet into an enemy.

PROTIP: Use your rear thruster as a
weapon! Move in front ofan alien and ac-
celerate to fry it

Soul of the Shooter
Sol-Deace’s great visuals look really

bizarre, with lots of worm-like cyborgs

and mechanized defenses, painting a

horrifying picture behind enemy lines.

Deace also contains good gaming music;

sweaty, mean action for experts only;

and bosses a-plenty. However, Deace’s

power-up weaponry isn’t as exciting and

diverse as Thunder Force Ill’s or Gaiares.’

The game is also shorter than those two

carts. It’s tough to top the classics, but

Sol-Deace comes very close.

Despite these minor quibbles, Reno-

vation’s latest will be a contender when

the ‘92 shoot-’em-up award rolls around.

Don’t think twice about selling your soul

to Sol-Deace!

GamePro's Game Rating System

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge



WE DON'T JUST MAKE
GAMES...WE MAKE
ADVENTURES!

So you want to test

your mettle as a

gamer? That's fine

with us! Renovation

offers an unmatched

selection of titles

that'll give even the

best a run for the

money. Sounds like a

challenge?

It's easy to explain.

Our business is video

games. Your business

is beating them. We
make the toughest,

most entertaining

games in the industiy

for your pleasure. So

when you're looking

for the ultimate in

gaming

look for

987 UNIVERSITY AVENUE SUHE 10

LOS GATOS. CA 95030

trademarks of Sega Enterprises
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DESERT STRIKE "—RETURN TO THE GULF

Desert Storm is over, but not everything was

blown away. Now it’s up to you to finish the

job. No problem thanks to the awesome Apache Attack Chopper.

Climb aboard and get ready to burn up the skies. Fly, hover and

attack in any direction. Flatten command centers, radar stations

and power plants. Trash air bases
|

and enemy camps. And smoke left-

over SCUDs, ICBMs and chemical

weapon plants. You decide what

stays standing and what gets ham-
j

mered by your main guns, Flydras

or deadly Hellfire Rockets.

But Desert Strike is more

than a shoot 'em up game. Surgical
|

command

strikes require

razor sharp skill and the ability to think on the

fly. You must plot your attack to survive 30 deadly-real missions.

Access your battle map and on-board computer intelligence.

Raid ammo dumps to reload. Rescue U.N. teams, hostages and

spies. Protect the oil fields. And work towards your ultimate goal:

hunting down the madman and obliterating his nuclear arsenal.

If you’re ready to clean up more

than just your room, get Desert Strike-

Return to the Gulf for your Sega Genesis.

Check out

your local retailer

or call 1 (800)

245-4525 anytime, electronic arts-

<3$£9IE

II you are under 18. be sure 10 get your parents' per misston before using hotline (95c tor first minute, 75c loreach additional

minute) Messages sub|ect to change without notice. Desert Strike'-—Return to the Gulf was designed by Mike Posehn and

is a trademark ol Electronic Arts Sega and Genesis are trademarks ot Sega Enterprises, Ltd



smart, you’ll go along too. Out of This

World by Interplay is an awesome SNES

cart, where a wacked-out experiment

with anti-matter zaps Lester to a weird

parallel universe. He wants to get back

home, and you can help him.

Out of This World Graphics
Out of This World sports a totally unique

look among SNES games. The sideview

graphics aren’t bit-mapped like those in

most carts, so you don’t get the depth of

detail, the vibrant colors, or the Mode 7

spins and twists most players associate

with SNES video games. However, what

this cart lacks in graphics glitz and glam-

or, it makes up for with intricate anima-

tion and impressive cinematic scenes,

which are nicely tied to the game action.

j m ai

A fantastic experiment goes awry!

Get ready to visit strange places.

Out of This World uses a polygon

graphics system similar to many personal

computer games. This enables the cart

to flash some outrageous, rotoscoped,

real-time animation that makes it seem

like you’re directing a movie rather than

playing a video game. There are some

neat close-up shots, slick pans and

zooms, and superbly animated action

scenes. The sounds are some of the

best around, and the music rocks.

The close-ups will really grab you!

Friends and Enemies
All this movie-style stuff helps spin a fasci-

nating adventure in a far out land. Your

lengthy trek covers 12 areas in this

strange, new world. Much of your quest

occurs in labyrinthine, underground cav-

erns. The place is literally crawling with

tenacious, carnivorous creatures, such as

venomous slugs, tentacled aquatic night-

mares, and savage feline beasts. But your

real challenge comes when you encounter

the brutish race of beings who populate

the world. Then you become embroiled in

an struggle of slaves versus slave owners,

although you’ll be hard-pressed to tell the

difference just by looking at them.

PROTIP: Take the time to squash every Slug

before you advance. You’ll find out why.

The chase is on!

You’ll make a new friend, who has a

mind of his...err, her...uhh, its own. Your

buddy provides critical help early on, but

then you get separated. Your paths cross

several times throughout the cart. Be a

helpful friend. Without your newfound

partner, you won’t survive, let alone finish

the cart.

PROTIP: Try to stick close to your friend.

It’ll get you out ofjams.

Make a new friend. You need its help.

Think and Survive
The challenge is a real mind blower at

times. You have to be fast on your feet

and fast on the draw. Survival really de-

pends on your brains, not your brawn.

Problems range from the simple (how

and where to recharge your weapon) to

the complex (how to make a waterfall dry

up) and several variations in between.

Luckily, you get passwords and unlimited

continues.

PROTIP: To advance beyond the elevators

afteryou escape from the cage, remember

that energy circuits have to be complete to

power things such as doors.

PROTIP: After you escape, go to the bottom

floor in the elevator.

PR0T1P: There’s a place to recharge your

weapon afteryou leave the elevator shaft

Cordroi This

Gameplay in this cart is outstanding, but

you speed freaks will have to gear down.

The action’s fast when it should be, but it

isn’t as frantic as in other SNES action

carts. You basically run, jump, kick, and
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shoot. But many critical spots call for

split-second timing. Expect to max out

on video death scenes.

PROTIP: It's critical to practice leaping as

you run! Hold down Vand L orR (for direc-

tion) to mn, then press B to leap.

PROTIP: A run/leap (simultaneously hold

down Y, B, and L orR for direction) covers

more territory thanJust plain running.

PR0T1P: You can draw and shoot faster

than anyguard.

Another interesting gameplay plus is

that the controls change depending on

the situation confronting you. For exam-

ple, to escape a certain beast, you must

run for your life and then swing on a

vine. To break out of a hanging cage,

you must make it rock back and forth.

You even have to swim. When you find a

gun, you must learn to use its firepower

for more than just shooting bad guys. It

can create an impenetrable shield and

blast escape routes through walls, too.

PR0T1P: Your weapon can create a shield

and blast through walls.

PR0T1P: You can rock this cage.

PROTIP: You must figure outhow to drain

water from the falls. There's a place in the

caverns where you can blast a drain hole,

but be prepared to RUN!

World Class Earning
If you take on Out of This World, get

ready to play something completely differ-

ent. The animation moves are so real,

you’ll genuinely fret about the fate of your

other worldly, video friend. The action’s

hot, but don’t expect video gymnastics

with the same look and feel as Contra III,

ActRaiser, or Super Mario World. The title

says it all. This cart is Out of This World!

Out of This World by Interplay

Price not available, 8 megs
Available May



Start your engines!

Attention SNES racers: start your

engines for F-1 ROC! Seta’s new 16-

bit driver requires a fast hand on the track and a cool head in

the pits to take the checkered flag.

Drive for the Gold
Formula One racing is where it’s at

in ROC. Test drive 16 authentic

Grand Prix courses in the training

mode or you can proceed directly

to the competition track for the

eight car, real deal.This roadster’s

built for one-player comfort.

Your car’s controls are text-

book classics: accelerate, brake, down-

shift, upshift, and nitro. You can track

an opponent’s progress with a course map, but the one missing

feature is a rear view mirror. Each time you place respectably,

you earn points to increase your

overall standing and extra bucks

to help build a better car.

In-race damage can be re-

paired in the pits or at the shop for

a small cut from your earnings.

You can also spend your cash on

several upgrades to your Chassis,

Transmission, Brakes, Suspen-

sion, Diffuser, Front Wing, Rear Wing,

Tires, and Engine. Buy Nitro for a

speed boost during races.

Your race-drivin’ opponents’ cars

improve right along with yours! Buy a

better engine and their autos will be

similarly improved. Take the lead early,

or kiss

PROTIP: At the start of the

game, invest in traction-

boosting items, such as

Tires and Wings. Wait until

you reach theUSA course

to add “power" compo-

nents, such as an Engine

Neverbuy a seven-speed

transmission. Stick with

the sixer.

these guys' exhaust pipes good-

bye. ROC utilizes a 3-D, behind-

your-exhaust-pipe camera angle.

The graphics definitely shine, and

the high-rewed sounds aren’t bad

either.

Champions, Race!

F-Zero trackies, who go for the thrill of

“rush” racing, might not be blown

away by ROC. However, fans of For-

mula One driving will enjoy F-1 ’s ex-

treme challenge, its real-life courses,

and the add-on equipment feature. F-1

ROC rocks!

PROTIP: When you see a

curve sign, check the

severity of the curve be-

fore you act Tight curves

require you to downshift a

gear, then quickly upshift

to regain speed.

F-1 ROC:

Race ofChampions

By Seta USA
Available May ‘92, $58.95

8 megs + battery backup

Split-screen action!

By Fanatic Fan

Top Gear by Kemco offers the in-

credible speed of F-Zero, and

some of the best split-screen, auto racing action ever to hit a

home system.

Can't Drive 55!

The object of Top Gear is to drive

on 32 tracks in eight different

countries. Place within the top

five and you’ll get a password to

move on to the next country.

Whether you play Top Gear

solo, or with a friend, you’ll al-

ways see a split-screen (top and

bottom) view from behind the car. Ei-

ther Player Two, or the computer, controls the car on the bot-

tom half of the screen.

There are three difficulty levels to choose from: Amateur,

Professional, and Championship. Increasing the difficulty

makes the computer drivers more aggressive.

The four cars you can chose

from- the Cannibal, the

Sidewinder, the Razor, and the

Weasel- are rated for maximum

speed, acceleration speed from 0

to 60 m.p.h., tire grip, and fuel

consumption. The Cannibal has

the highest maximum speed -

PROTIP: use a vehicle with 1 47 MPH ! ! ! The Sidewinder has

excellent maneuverability for the best handling and the lowest fuel

consumption. The Weasel is a tough
twisty-tiimy tracks (like the ... .....
“Rainforest" and “Rio" in competitor With VICIOUS COmenng

South America). ability and a speedy 0 to 60 time (4.3

seconds!). The Razor is loose around

the comers and has a lower top speed and acceleration. If you

can win with the Razor, you're truly the king of Top Gear. All

cars are equipped with three Ni-

tros per race. There’s also a refu-

eling pit on most tracks, lucky for

the gas-guzzling Cannibal.

The Checkered Flag
Top Gear is one of the hottest rac-

ing games ever! The pace never

slows and the tracks dish out

enough variety to hold even the most

die hard, speed king’s interest. The

computer opponents provide a solid

challenge. The game even has some

supercool background music.

Gamesters, start your engines!

Top GearbyKemco
Available May ‘92,

$54.95, 4 megs

PROTIP: Nitro is most ef-

fective when you’re ap-

proaching a straightaway

and the roadahead is

clear of cars. If you bang

Into another vehicle when
you’re zooming, yourmo-
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SAVE YOUR QUARTERS
Once, the only way to experience the explosive, arcade action of [ .

'

Smash TV was to play it in the arcades. That was then...

k SUPER SMASH TV “ for your SUPER NES is now! It’s the real

1 arcade game! Sure, you can win cars and toasters - but first

|
destroy the metal munching twin cobras, 30 tons of angry Mutoid Man, club wielding

f mechanoids and more. After all, this is the game with the ultimate in prizes...your life!
'

Tune into SUPER SMASH TV " and bring the smashing arcade action home!

Relentless Onslaught!

£4 0 wmSIS;

iiiipii Mr**
^ mmmsr

mb*

LICENSED BY

(Nintendo) JCMnf smMHmonwtiiiiinMMBn
Smash TV™ © 1990 Williams® Electronics Games, Inc. Nintendo®, Super Nintendo Entertainment System® and the official seals are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. Acclaim® is a registered trademark of Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. ©
1991 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved.



Level 2 dumps you in a long alley. TTy to

stay out of the shadows!

By C.T. Aslan

Cowabunga! The Teenage

Mutant Ninja Turtles are

’ coming to your SNES in a

conversion from their latest coin-op ad-

venture. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles IV

- Turtles in Time is the latest, and possi-

bly the greatest, Turtle video game ever!

The nefarious Krang and his Foot Sol-

diers have kidnapped April O’Neil and

the Statue of Liberty. Raphael, Donatello,

Leonardo, and Michelangelo

chase them across 10 exciting

levels, and several thousand

years of Earth history.

At the end of Level 1, you'll encounter a gi-

ant He’s a laserbeam-shooting version of

the alien Krang

The Heroes in a Half Shell start their

mission on the streets of the Big Apple,

and wind up in the menacing Techn-

odrome before they are warped back to

prehistoric times.

If the Turtles survive the dinosaurs,

they travel to 1530 AD. and board a gi-

ant pirate ship. Two TMNT regulars,

Rahzer and Tokka, are waiting.

Next, it’s on to 1885 AD., where the

Turtles hop a ride on a freight train to face

big alligator baddie, Leatherhead.

Then they move on to the future,

2020 AD., where Krang’s men use hov-

ersleds to get the jump on them.

Up next is 2000 AD. and the Starbase

where no Turtle has gone before. The end

of this level reveals who’s REALLY behind

the mystery (as if you didn't already know!).

Yep, you guessed it! You’ll face the

biggest and most evil Shredder yet!

Give 'em Shell!

TMNT IV for the SNES has all the great

Hop a ride on the Shredder Express! Next

stop is the Technodrome.

Turtle moves from past NES titles, includ-

ing the jump-swing from TMNT II and the

Turtle Super Move from TMNT III. There

are also new midair maneuvers and a

rad slide kick attack.

No doubt about it, SNES owners

everywhere will want to “shell” out the

sheckles for this cart.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles IV-
Turtles in Time by Konami
Available June ’92, 8 megs

Foot Soldiers and Mini-Dinosaurs are the

least ofyour worries when youjourney
back in time...

...and find that your old nemesis, Slash, has

journeyed back with you!
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SINGLES AND TAG TEAM
MATCHES

IN AND OUT
OF THE RING ACTION

4-ON-4 SURVIVOR SERIES
MAYHEM:

7

10 WWF® SUPERSTARS'

M*

—"" Charge down to ringside in WWF Super WrestleMania"! !

!

Never before have the WWF Superstars' like Flulk Fiogan” Sid Justice'The Undertaker" and Jake “The

Snake” Roberts' looked so real! They’re bigger, mightier and tougher than ever before!

You’re in command of powerslams that rock the arena, clotheslines that clobber, and atomic suplexes that

flatten your foe into submission!

You’ve got the skill and the bone crushing moves.. .but do you have the guts to become the next WWF
champion? actual game selection screens;

LICENSED BY



t
By Ugg the Bugg

v If you had a “nice day”

j)

with Faceball 2000 for the

Game Boy, get set to put

on a new Smiley face with the Super

NES cart due out in June. Here’s a pre-

view of Bullet-Proof Software’s 16-bit

version of virtual reality tag-ball.

About Faceball
Faceball for the SNES sports clean 16-bit

graphics that will make Game Boy Face-

ball fanatics go ga-ga. But they’ll surely

miss the monochrome handheld’s four-

player capability. Other than that, the game

of Faceball is essentially unchanged.

One or two people chase each oth-

er, or a grinning gang of “Smiley” Faces

called Smiloids, through two sets of

mazes, Arena and Cyberscape. In Arena,

you’ll play through 14 mazes against an-

other player or versus computer-con-

trolled Smiloids. Cyberscape will consist

of more than 75 mazes overrun by

Smiloids. You toss a ball at your oppo-

nents to “tag” them - three tags and

they’re out.

As in the Game Boy version, you

can find Pods which contain 15 different

Prizes and Power-ups. The Smiloid op-

position has rolled over from the Game
Boy too. Shootme’s, Ishootu’s, Turkey’s,

Rover’s, Gremlin’s, and Bouncer’s are all

out in force.

The cart sports great 16-bit back-

ground graphics, including a city setting,

a red volcanic landscape, and a snowy

Ice Age environment. You can also

choose the color and shape of your

Smiloid character.

During two-player games, both play-

ers’ views appear on-screen at the same

time. No fair peeking in versus mode.

If It Ain’t Broke, Don’t Fix It

Faceball 2000 may sound very similar to

its Game Boy progenitor, but FB probably

won’t need a total facelift to be an outra-

geously fun SNES game. It’s a video

game concept that just plain works!

Faceball 2000 by Bullet-Proof Software

Available June, 4 megs

3 one-time
Cyberscape is a lengthy

tag-fest against
the

Smiloids in 70 plus

mazes. The Master

Smiloid awaits you.

f Checkout
the snazzy back-

Meet an Ishootu.
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PGA Tour Golf

By Holly Wood

Electronic Arts is the proud parent of

' yet another hot sports title -PGA Tour

Golf for the SNES. This baby takes you on a pro-

fessional golfing tour you won’t soon forget

Enviable

PROTIP: When you're near a

flag, but not quite on the

green, use a chip shot at

100% power.

If you’re a serious green-stalker and

you’re looking for a great 1 6-bit golfing chal-

lenge, download your brain’s best golfing

strategy and plug in PGA Tour Golf.

GamePro’s Game Rating System

mnw
Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

PGA Tour Golfby Electronic Arts, $59.95

Available now, 4 meg plus batterybackup

Rocketeer

Greens
PGA Tour is

loaded with

large menus

that are burst-

ing with op-

tions. Once

you get past

the initial op-

tions shock, you realize the menus are

straightforward, logically categorized (i.e.

clubs, perspectives), and a breeze to use.

Graphically, PGA isn’t fancy. The courses

are easy to see, and not cluttered with excess

detailing. Instead of frantic, concentration-

breaking, techno-synthesizer music, you get

easy listening. Chirping birds, balls hitting

turf, and the occasional hushed roar of an in-

visible crowd is about as heavy as it gets.

PGA-Tof-

! fers amazing

1 perspectives.

I For example,

I before you be-

|
gin to play on

PROTIP: Wind direction and a hole, you’re

force change constantly, taken on a mini

Check the meter often, overhead tour

of the fairway. Once you’ve toured a hole

and played it as far as the putting green,

you’re offered a whole new perspective. It’s

a gridview perspective, which enables you to

see, on a gridscale, the minor slope varia-

tions surrounding the hole.

Slicing, chipping, putting, whatever, it’s

all a pleasure. The power of your swing is

measured by a bar, which ranges from 0-

100%. One or two practice shots and you’ve

got your timing down pat.

PROTIP: Never putt over 100% power.

By Unoleum Blown Apart

Strap on your Rocket Pack! As

Cliff the Rocketeer, you’ll have to

battle through eight stages. You fly on your

own or with a buddy in alternating two-player

action. Your mission: reach the Zeppelin in

time to save Jenny before she’s harmed by

the Nefarious Villain. You’ll be sucked into this

cart’s graphics, but not into its action.

Up, Up,

andAway
Before you get

to the real bat-

tle, you’ll have

to win two air-

plane races in

the GeeBee.

These air

races get a bit

tedious -but

they’re tough

PROTIP: While you soar

thmugh the unfriendly

skies, dodge the poles to

the right Ifyou try

dodging the poles to Ihe

left, you’ll be grounded.

to beat. Watch out in the Hanger. The Vil-

lain’s men blend into the background and

they’ll try to take you out with their shots.

PROTIP: To win the air races, either in the

GeeBee or with your Rocket Pack, stay

CLOSE to the poles. You can’t beat ‘em if

you stray too far.

After the last Hanger, you take to the air!

Once airborne, you face several bouts of

bombs, missiles, and parachuting bad guys

before you reach the Zeppelin. On the Zep-

pelin and before you are reunited with Jen-

ny, you’ll have to slug it out with the evil bad

guys and your most difficult opponent, the

Nefarious Villain.

Out ofGas
Although the

Graphics and

Sound pull you

into this game,

the disappoint-

ing action doesn’t

keep you. The

shoot ‘em and

slug ‘em fights

are too easy to win and the ending “reward”

sequence isn’t worth the wait. Unfortunately,

this Rocketeer just doesn’t fly.

PROTIP: While in the

air, keep your eyes

peeled fori-Ups and
Power-ups.

GamePro’s Game Rating System

Available May, 8 megs

Pit -Fighter

By Jinky the Monkey

Pow! Ugh! Smack! Wham! No,

it’s not Batman and the Boy Won-

der gettin’ rough with the Joker or the Pen-

guin, it’s THQ’s Super NES version of that

awesome pound ‘em coin-op, Pit- Fighter.

A Pit -Fighter is someone who subjects

their body to

PROTIP: Always go for

the in-their-face

aggressive approach.

two-player beat-‘em-up adventure? Why the

challenge, of course, and there’s some hefty

cash prizes to be had, too.

PROTIP: Fora real kick in

your opponent’s pants

use Kato. He’s the best

fighter of the trio.

GamePro's Game Rating System

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

Pit -Fighterby THQ

Available now, price not available, 4 megs

"o •

A Fists and Feet Frenzy
In this SNES version, programmers pumped

up the video-reality factor. You choose from

three contenders: Kato, Ty, or Buzz.

Each char-

acter boasts

different

speed, agility,

range of

blows, overall

strength, and

staying power.

Each charac-

ter also has

his own set of Super Moves. However, to

perform super moves, you must win a

round to get a "power pill.”

PROTIP: Ifyou’re taking a few too many
body slams, complete a somersault move
up and over the opponent This will give

you a split-second to get your bearings.

The Pits

Although the digitized graphics and sound

effects are almost identical to the Arcade and

the Genesis versions, the moves, unfortu-

nately, aren’t. While each character’s basic

moves can be performed with relative ease,

the quest for the much needed super moves

is a bit of a drag. Guess the third time isn’t

always a charm.
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The Greatest NES Adventure Continues.

Kurosf Visions of Power

When Kuros last did battle with the evil wizard Malkil atop Icefire

Mountain, he raised his IronSword in triumph. ..or so he thought.

Without warning, a powerful bolt of magic robbed Kuros of his armour,

memory, and honor. But now, the distant presence of evil stirs in his mind,

leading himfo the once fair city of Piedup, where the villainous soul of

Malkil now reigns.

Without his armour, Kuros will need crafty disguises to travel undetected,

ready to do battle as wizard, nobleman or thief. From the gloomy depths of the

dungeon to the palace containing riches beyond belief...the time has come for

Kuros to turn his visions of power into reality!

Kuros the Knight Warrior

wields his mighty Silver-

Sword in the face of danger.

To give Malkil a taste of his

own medicine, Kuros must
master the craft of wizardry.

Kuros, disguised as a

thief, moves secretly

through Piedup.

All rights reserved.



Rack your bags, you’re going
on tour

Butmake it your golfbags.

Because it’s PGATOUR’Golf. TheZ“ annum
the rounds with guysnamed Fuzzy

the Walrus, Zinger, and Fred. In sum, 60 of the bestplayers ever to swing a club.

No matterhow you slice it, this is the most
realistic SuperNES~golfgame ever.

Real players with hole-by-hole tips. Real
courses like the TPC’s'at Sawgrass and
Avenel. 3-D greens you can read like an
open book.Awhole arsenal ofspecial shots

like chips, punches, and fringe putts. Even
random pin placement.

You think any othergame has the PGATOUR stamp
ofapproval? Get real.

[
EASNreaches new heights with its

exclusive Ball-Cam-an on-ball

camera delivering a ball’s-eye view
of your shot in flight.

Take a real course in golf. We used the original

blueprints that built the

Avenel, Eagle Trace, and the P
Course. Anything else is just amateur.



With a 360°rotating putting grid you see
everyangle of the green. But ifyou don'tread

it correctly watch out for the bogey man.

PGATOUR Golf doesn’t miss a trick. With balls thathave backspin and forward

roll.A 360°putting grid for reading every green. And four TOUR courses, each
built from the ground up from original blueprints.

Of course, EASN~-the premier interactive sports

network-
is there to

capture every
swing. With

the exclusive

Ball-Cam
"

fora ball’s-eye

view of your
shot in Bight.

Mode 7
scaling for

the slickest

panorama of

every hole. Instantreplay Plus an EASN team ofsports-

casters with tournament highlights and a tournament

award ceremony Butno stupid hair-loss commercials.

ifcsra/v QCBSSSSBiSSSSSB aSttM
0ffi-ie ^jrwgyS:

you ’ll finish out of the money and back on the driving

range and practice greens.A battery

backup saves everything-games,
accumulated earnings, even
PGA TOUR stats.

So why drive anything else when
you can cruise the TOUR? Club your
way to the top with PGA TOUR Golf

from Electronic Arts.

Call 800-245-4525anytime to order.

Or visit your retailer.

n’sgolfso

real, you’ll

rush outand buy a cart.

Trade shots with 60 top pros like Raul

Azinger, Mark McCumber, Mark O’Meara,

Fred Couples, Fuzzy Zoeller, and Craig

Stadler. Ignore theiradvice and you
could have a stroke.



by Earth Angel

Bart’s backhand back...

and back some more! Ac-

claim’s making the most of

their hot Simpson’s license with an entire

family of titles for the NES, the Game

Boy, the Super NES, and even the Gen-

esis and Game Gear. Here’s a sneak

peek at what’s coming, man, so don’t

have a cow.

KRESTY'S
FENHOESE

(Super Nintendo and Genesis)

Bart and Lisa’s favorite T.V. star, Krusty

the Clown, is about to debut as the star

of his own video game. In this

puzzle/maze cart, Krusty’s funhouse is

overrun with a pack of buck toothed

rats, resembling the Simpsons. Krusty’s

mad and he’s not gonna’ take it any

more. With a little help from friends, like

Sideshow Bob, Sideshow Mel, Tina Bal-

lerina, and Corporal Punishment, Krusty

has to figure out how to clear the rats

out of each level of the funhouse. Using

trick panels, doors, and floorboards,

gamers must lure the rats to traps.

Krusty’s buddy Bart waits at the traps to

eliminate the rats with giant air pumps,

mallets, and other weird weapons. Look

out for the NES version, too!

Available June/July

If you just can’t wait for the new

carts, you can still wile away more than

a few hours with the Bartmeister. Check

out the first three games in the Simp-

son’s line-up: Bart vs. the Space Mutants

and Bart vs. the World for the NES, and

Bart Simpson’s Escape From Camp
Deadly for the Game Boy.

GAMEPRO • May 1992 Continued on page 60.
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hometown, Springfield, from a strange

alien invasion. The aliens look like regular

people. Only Bart, aided by his X-Ray

specs, can see the invaders. Using his

trusty can of purple spray paint, Bart

skateboards through Springfield, a shop-

ping mall, an amusement park, and more

in an out-of-this-world adventure.

Available May/June

me bimpson’s: Bart
vs. the Space Mutants
(Game Gear)

TheSimPsons:

BartvsJeSpaceMotants

(Game Gear)

Don’t have a cow, Game Gearers! Bart

Simpson and his entire family are head-

ing en mass to a Game Gear near you.

Simpsons fans will recognize this title as

the first NES Simpsons’ title. In this

portable version, Bart is trying to save his

60

(Super Nintendo)

In this all new, action/adventure game for

the SNES, bad boy Bart’s dozed off

while he’s supposed to be doing his

homework. The Bartster dreams that his

homework floats out the window. To col-

lect the lost pages, Bart has to journey

through eight different worlds, where all

kinds of wacky, weird happenings make

Bart’s dream a nightmare! For example,

in the Windy World, Bart battles strange

enemies with the help of Lisa Fairies,

chewing gum, and root beer burps! Ultra

cool, 16-bit graphics give the game a

just-like-TV feel. Cowabunga dude!

Available August/September

Bart’s



PUT SOME PUNCH INTO YOUR
NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM!

Imagine having hands that pack the power
of 100 strategic missiles in every punch! Hands
that can defeat any force on Earth! Hands that

create satellite robots—each armed with unique
power, like beam swords or sonic maces!

Welcome to the 21st Century of Shatter-

hand; where the power to save the world is in

your hands. Punch after punch, blow after blow,

Shatterhand redefines hand-to-hand combat
as you battle treacherous, metallic cyborgs in

the most explosive NES game you can get your
hands on!

• 7 levels of programmed adventure-you
choose the action!

• State-of-the-art graphics featuring 8-direction

scrolling!

• "Anti-gravity" levels force you to fight upside

down!
• 8 armed “satellite robots" assistyou in battle!

Shatterhand.
It doesn’t pull

any punches.
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By Toxic Tommy

Awesome! Gates of Thunder looks like

one of the hottest shooters of all time.

This CD’s currently burning up RC. En-

gine Duo’s in Japan. If you’re a shoot -

‘em-up fan, you’d better start loosening

up your trigger fingers now.

In Gates of Thunder, you join forces

with a super team of hotshot, space pi-

lots. Your interplanetary defense faces

overwhelming odds versus a fierce invad-

ing alien force. Great-looking, cinema se-

quences make the story as enticing as

the action.

62

no experience, no magic. But when our

hero finally learns what’s what it sounds

like he’ll have the ability to bust up to 25

Magic Effects. If he needs backup, he’ll

be able to call on his Psychic Hunter trav-

elling companions. They’ll have 15 mind-

blowing Psychic Effects, including some

especially nasty sounding stuff, like fire

whirlpools and blasts of sub-freezing air.

Van and his crew will also have ac-

cess to standard gear. Weapons include

Swords, Axes, Wands, and Spears. Mag-

ic Gems and Medicinal Herbs will be

among your tools. Guards, such as

Shields and Magic Cloaks, will protect

you, but building up Hit Points is a must.

You’ll fly across 8 levels of monster,

shoot-em-up fighting. The action here is

almost frighteningly fast. The game slings

a blinding number of sprites at you. You’ll

also have to fly and fight through some

very T-l-G-H-T spaces to have any hope

of seeing the end screen. Naturally, your

space fighter can grab all sorts of radical

power-ups, and you’ll need ‘em.

Gates of Thunder by Turbo Technologies

Available 4th Quarter

[pdMwy 00
By Toxic Tommy

Cosmic Fantasy II by Working Designs is

a massive RPG on CD for the standard

TurboGrafx-16 CD System. As Van,

teenage hero of the Do-na-kri Galaxy's

Planet Idea, you lead a valiant party on a

quest to save your sweetheart and your

beloved planet from the evil machinations

of Galam, a totally bad-news dude. Vile

monsters and evil magicians look cool in

this game, but they play for keeps.

Hot RPG Action!

This game knocked the socks off

RC. Engine CD role-players in Japan.

It features some truly fine animated,

Japanese-style graphics.The lands of

Idea cover extensive territory, as you

might expect with a CD game. You’ll

probably have to set aside mucho game-

playing time for this baby. This CD ought

to satisfy anyone’s cosmic fantasy.

Cosmic Fantasy II by Working Designs,

$54.95, Available May

GAMEPRO May 1992
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June

When NEC and Hudson Soft joined forces to

form Turbo Technologies, they announced the

new Duo, a combination TurboChip and Su-

per CD game system due out in September.

They also revamped the release dates for new

games. Here’s the low down on the Tur-

boChip and the CD-ROM games due so far

from Turbo Technologies. Some of these

you’ve already seen in GamePro.

April

Ballistix
This super fast, overhead view game is part

air hockey, part pinball, all fun. With a high

tech cannon, you blast balls across 100 fiel-

ds. (See GamePro, April ‘91)

Darkwing Buck
Who knows wnat evil lurks in fowl hearts ev-

erywhere? Darkwing Ducks knows! Join Dis-

ney’s coolest, web-footed crimefighter in this

action/adventure game as he recovers pieces

of a stolen masterpiece and brings the evil-

doers who stole it to justice. (See GamePro,

Jan. ‘92)

Journey Dack to ancient Japan in this action-

packed game that combines strategy with ar-

cade action. As one of the Minamoto borthers,

you seek revenge for your father’s death, by

commanding masses of Samurai warriors or

engaging in one-on-one, first-person perspec-

tive fights using swords and bows.

Valislll

Vans III (CD)
Once again you must unleash the fury of the

legendary Valis sword. As Yuko, you battle

the bloodthirsty forces of the Spirit World

across nine hack ‘n’ slash levels.

May

It Came from the Desert (CD)
The remote desert town of Lovelock has an

ant problem - GIANT ANTS! Unfortunately,

these big bugs have a mind of their own, and

now the mutant Antmind wants you! This

10-level monster features several different

types of games. (See GamePro, Dec. ‘91

)

Ghost Manor
Horror from another dimension grips a once-

peaceful town. Grisly creatures prey on the in-

nocent. The dead rise from the grave. But this

game is supposed to be funny! This five stage

battle against ghouls and zombies promises

horrific fun.

Night Creatures
Night Creatures is ready to come lurching

out of the shadows. In this spooky action/ad-

venture game, you fight all manner of grue-

some monsters across 1 1 areas, including a

haunted forest, a graveyard, and a creepy

castle. (See GamePro, Feb. ‘92)

Gunboat
This cart contains 20 bloodthirsty missions

filled with intense, first-person perspective ac-

tion that takes place during the Vietnam War.

You pilot a U.S. Navy river patrol boat, and you

man its machine guns and grenade launchers.

Falcon
Jump into the cockpit of an F-1 6 jet fighter

for Air-to-Air and Air-to-Ground combat. You

view all the action from a first-person, pilot’s

perspective. Learn how to fly as well as fight.

TV Sports Baseball
Step up to plate in this baseball slugfest for

four players or less. Using up to eight differ-

ent teams, you can play two division Leagues

with 20 week seasons, division play-offs, and

a championship series.

Shape Shifter

ShapeShifter (CD)
Join tne fellowship offive powerful wizards,

called the Ring of Five, as they rally to fight

the power of the evil Dark Ones. They have

the power to assume the form of various ani-

mals and mythical beasts

August

Loom (Super CD)
Welcome to the Age of tne Great Guilds, in a

world where craftsmen with super skills rule.

Blacksmiths, Shepherds, Clerics, and

Weavers hold the secrets to great power.

You, as apprentice Weaver Robbin Thread-

bare, must learn to use music to weave the

very fabric of the universe. The music by

Leopold Tschaikowsky is great. This is a Su-

per CD, so look for the Duo soon.

Order of the Griffon
TSR’s classic Dungeons & Dragons game

comes to life as a video game for up to four

players. In this epic role-playing game, you

must protect your homeland from the vile

minions of the Iron Ring. You can build a

party from 21 characters, making the game

different every time you play.

1993
By next year, the Duo should be here in a big

way. Super CD's from Turbo Technologies,

Shadow of the Beast and Beyond Shadow-

gate, are slated for ‘93 releases.
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Catch these hits from
TEIXIGEIXI/ v*

Here's an arcade hit that really delivery— on tun,

action and excitement! you'll have a blast on your bike,

delivering papers to customers' homesjiyiijl^ taking

nut nonsubscribers' windows, lamps and statues!.

PITFIGHTER . Digitized graphics

ol live action for the meanest,

nastiest hand-to-hand combat!

Buy your TENGEIM games at Toys "R"Us,

Kay-Bee Toys, Target, Babbage's, Electronics

Boutique, Software Etc. and other tine retailers.

Or call 1-800-2-TENGEN to order.

| A pinball gan

1 beyond your

i

wddest lmnas.es!



By Doctor Dave By Weekend Warrior

I
If you’re a Neo Geo owner who’s

v
itching for a one-on-one fistfight,

your prayers have been answered. Fatal Fury, the 55 meg ar-

cade hit, has just beat its way out of the arcades and into your

Neo Geo home system with the same excitement and knuckle-

bustin’ fun.

Andy’s Spinning Upper Cut

LeVs Fight!

You're a contestant in a winner-

take-all competition, called the

King of Fighters. You challenge

eight wily computer street toughs

in eight areas. Take two out of

three rounds to win. You can play

against the computer or a friend.

There are three characters to

choose from. Each of them packs four special fighting tech-

niques, along with normal punch, kick, and throw moves.

Andy Bogard has a super charge move called the Spin-

ning Upper Cut. His other special moves are not as easy to pull

off, but they aren’t as effective either.

Terry Bogard’s monster moves are the Burning Knuckles

and the Super Shot. The Burning Knuckle enables him to fly furi-

ously straight ahead at his opponent, while the Super Shot is an

aerial attack with a strange kick.

Joe Higashi has the Machine

Gun Punch. You charge up this

bad haymaker by rapidly press-

ing the punch button as fast as

you can. Make sure that your op-

ponent is directly in front of you,

since you won’t be able to move

once you start this move!

Tenyuses the Super Shot Fatal Fury puts up an above

average fight. Fighting against the

computer is just about as much fun as fighting a friend. The

eight computer opponents have totally different personalities

and attack patterns. The final computer opponent, Geese

Howard, is fast and deadly. Be

prepared to be beaten badly

-several times!

Fatal Attraction

Fatal Fury is an adrenalin-pump-

ing, street fighting type game that

will dish out hours of beat-'em-up

pleasure. It’s especially fun to

beat up your friends in the versus

mode. The graphics are a Neo Geo

knockout, and the characters move crisply. The music is won-

derful! If you’re hungry for knock down, drag out street fighting

with special techniques, beat up on Fatal Fury!

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFaclor Challenge

Fatal Fury by SNK
Home Entertainment

Available now
$179.00, 55

Dateline: 2099. The Place: Neo-

Detroit. The once peaceful robot

population has taken over the city with the intent to extinguish

all human life! It’s up to two robot warriors, Maxima and Rocky,

to pull the plug on the mechanical mayhem!

Graphics galore!

Joe’s Machine Gun Punch

mows 'em down.

Robo-Rumble!

Robo Army is a familiar feeling,

fighting game that sports some

great features. The first thing

you’ll notice about this one or si-

multaneous two-player, sideview,

fighting game is the beautiful

graphics and the serious sounds!

Robo Army takes full advantage of the

Neo-Geo’s arcade-quality graphics by painting an eye-popping,

ultra-detailed, multidimensional playing field. The field has

large, smooth moving characters and a load of fast-moving ac-

tion! The soundtrack is excellent, with digitized voices and

echoing stereo effects.

Rocky and Maxima must

punch, kick, and pummel their way

through six levels against an on-

slaught of mechanical malevolents,

such as metallic ninjas, armored

foot soldiers, robot attack dogs, and

steel chameleons that spit melting

liquid vomit. One stage boss literally

- m i - After you smash swallows you and tries to chomp
MasterKong’s head, you you into scrap metal

!

Each hero has a special Power

nm into attack, then knrne- Attack, which requires Cyber Balls for

diatetyjump backwards. Re- energy. You can also snatch extra life

P63* 2® units and a Power Metal icon that
mp‘

temporarily transforms your robo-

warrior into an invincible Super Buggy that runs over the oppo-

sition! Rocky and Maxima are also able to pick up scattered

pieces of smashed robots,

wrecked cars, and steel drums to

hurl at their opponents.

Gears ‘n Gadgets

Robo Army is a great-looking,

solid beat-'em-up. It would make

a first-rate addition to any arcade.

However, it doesn’t bring anything

new to the fight game. If you live with

this fighter at home, you may soon

crave more - more moves, more

types of enemies, more types of pow-

er-ups. If you’re seriously itching for a

Neo Geo fight, Robo Army can accomodate you.

Robo ArmybySNK
$179.00

Available now, 45 megs
Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge



TAKE $100 OFF THE NEO GEOGOLD SYSTEM
AND UPTO $50 OFFGAME CARTRIDGES TODAY.

The Gold rush is on now, only at Software, Etc. Save on the Neo*Geo Gold System

Plus prime prices on games. Hurry in!

$100

Alpha Mission II

Baseball Stars Pro
Blues Journey

Burning Fight

Cyber-Lip

Crossed Swords
Fatal Fury

Ghost Pilots Sengoku
King Of The Monsters Soccer Brawl
League Bowling 2020 Baseball

Nam ‘75 Super 8 Man
Ninja Combat Super Spy
Riding Hero Top Players Golf

Robo Army Trash Ralley

Offer valid only with this coupon at participating Software, Etc. stores on in stock merchandise only while supplies last, during the dates listed.No special orders

or rainchecks. Limit one coupon per customer, per transaction. Not valid with any other offer or for cash. Coupon valid towards merchandise only. No photo
copies accepted. Coupon must be presented at time of purchase. Limited time offer. Valid thru 5/1 5/92 or while supplies last. Only at Software, Etc.

LIMITED TIME OFFER!
Valid thru 5/15/92 or while supplies last.

MfVMne
Bfl Call 1-800-328-4646 ©1992

Software,

Etc.



YU WITH THE

ACTION RfPLAY CMTftlDOt ~\

YOU CAM NOWPLAY YOUM FAVOURITE

MUSIS QAMSS IV DEiTRUCTpNI
Just imagine, infinite lives, unlimited energy, unlimited

power or extra fuel/ammo. Become invincible with the

Action Replay Cartridge for your 16 bit GENESIS console.

Very simple to use - just enter the parameter code for

the game that you are playing and that's it. Now you can
play games to levels you didn't even know existed.

Action Replay is a powerful cartridge featuring its own
on-board LSI chip specially designed to allow the user to

effectively "re-program" their games cartridges so they

can play their favourite games to destruction!

/

"The Action Replay is the essential companion for
EVERY Megadrive owner how can you afford
not to have it" SEGA PRO magazine

Full instruction manual gives you the

parameters for most of the latest games plus

many of the older favourites. We give you
simple, easy to use inputs to get more or infinite

lives, more fuel, more energy, cheats, etc. etc.

with your favourite GENESIS games.

With its advanced ASIC hardware design,

the Action Replay cartridge can react to

new games as they appear. More
parameters are available every month - free

of charge to Action Replay owners!

I No user knowledge is required at all

-if you can play the game you already know
how to use Action Replay. All input is via the
joystick/pad -it couldn't be simpler.

Also works as an adaptor for Japanese
type cartridges, (worth up to $30)

FANCY YOURSELF AS A GAME HACKER?

WITH THE ACTION REPLAY PRO-VERSION
FIND AND CREATE YOUR OWN PARAMETERS
LIVES, POWER, ENERGY, LEVELS ETC.

Comes with loads of ready made cheats Easy to use-menu selection^j^Jjgflpi
for most of your favourite games just like This is the cartridge

the standard version plus many more! the average cheattakes Ofltyminutes

, , ,

YOU ALLY

00

CALL TOLL FREE- 1-800-962-0494 -ORDERS ONLY

530 CAPE COD LANE SUITED 3B. ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FLORIDA 32714.

Electronics Boutique
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Turn and Burn by Absolute is

an air combat cart that focus-

es as much on the “air” as it

does on the “combat.” Your carrier-based, F-14 Tomcat must

learn to fly if you want to bring it home safely from 99 mis-

sions.

Watch Your Six!

Your primary goal is to shoot

down as many enemy jets as you

can - before they shoot you. If

you enjoy the hunt as much as

the kill, the action’s not bad. How-

ever, you spend a lot of time

watching blips on the Long-Range

Radar Grid screen, which guides you

to the targets. You’ll also gaze at

empty, monochromatic air space and

long expanses of ocean until you find

=1*2]

mm sum
PROTIP: You can help guide

Sidewinders to their tar-

gets. After you fire one, it

continues to move as

yourjet moves.

your prey.

The MiG-27s, MiG-29s, and

Transports you fly against dish

out tough competition. Turn and

bum. They got that right!

You fly using a first-person, in-

side-the-cockpit view. There are

some sharp still shots. However,

you don’t see much of the other

aircrafts - primarily the rear end of

jets you chase and the front-end of

jets coming at ya. The sound effects are above average, and the

music has energy.

You get to use some nifty hardware that works well with the

small screen. Your weapons are Sidewinder (heat-seeking mis-

siles), Phoenix (radar-guided missiles), and 50 mm machine

guns. The cockpit control panel

includes a fine computer screen,

which flashes two nicely detailed

graphic displays.

Heads Up Flying

Turn and Bum is a solid Game

Boy flying cart that provides end-

less hours of challenging combat

flying, but it isn’t going to turn on

video jet jockeys with itchy trigger

fingers or short attention spans.

You must learn to manage limited

ammo, missiles, and fuel. Some-

times you must also complete tricky

carrier landings. If you like to fly with your head, as well as your

thumbs, take a turn with Turn and Bum.

Him and Bum
by Absolute

=i 1

$ u
:;

i

PROTIP: To land safely, your

radar blip mustbe above
the edge of the deck and

visibly off the bottom line of

the Computer Display

Landing’s landing groove.

Available May, T meg

Ninja Gaiden’s back...as a

shadow of its former self. In

the four vertically and horizon-

tally scrolling stages of this one-

player, action/adventure cart, you

guide Ryu Haya Busa, the last of

the Dragon Clan, through his

training years. Jaquio is just a

figment of his future as he devel-

ops his formidable fighting skills.
[

Not Just Another Ninja

Ryu’s battles take place above, below, protip: to grab this

and on the streets of New York. Each ^^^me’^until
51

stage is overrun with the requisite he canteap onto the piat-

bomb-toting, rifle-firing, napalm- forms. Then he can back-

tossing bad guys. Obstacles include
track tothe0rb’

spinning Fire Wheels, a Thunder-

storm, and robot-controlled Laser Guns.

PROTIP: Use the platforms in

the Thunderstorm area to block

the shots from the laser-firing

Robots.

Each stage concludes with a

big, bad boss, such as Stage Ts

cantankerous Cyborg and Stage

2’s muscleman Gregory and his

pesky sidekick. In the final battle, you

come face to face with the Emperor

of Darkness.

The fighting’s typical ninja style.

Ryu defends himself with a sword

and ninja magic (when he grabs pow-

er-ups). Ryu’s only got the Art of the

Fire Wheel this time, so your fight-

ing decisions are pretty basic -

hack ‘n’ slash or Fire when you’re

in a tight spot. Ryu can also use a

grappling hook to rappel in and

out of danger. Learning howto

use the hook is the best part of

beating this game.

Video ninja masters will note

PROTTP: Beat Boss 3,

ColonelAllen, by using

the grappling hook to

hang from the ceiling.

Drop behindhim while

he's firing, slash him,

and rappel back

to the ceiling.

that although Ninja Gaiden Shadow

closely resembles the NES games, it

doesn’t live up to its standard in

length or challenge. However, the

crisp, authentic graphics and that old

black ninja magic make this a good

cart for ninja wannabees and a nice

afternoon’s diversion for hardcore Ryu fans.

Ninja Gaiden Shadow

byTecmo

Price not available

Available now, 1 meg

PROTIP: Ifyou tarry too

long trying to grab the

1-Up in Stage 3, you’llbe

smashed by the falling

platforms. Fire ninja

magic at the Orb and

then run and grab the

1-Up on the fly.

May 199270



WHO’S SMILING NOW?



If you’re in the mood for a day
' on the Game Boy greens, try Ultra

Golf by Ultra. You get two golf courses and

up to two players.

Ultra Golf’s

You gauge your swing with a sideview of

your video golfer. In between, there are

some sharp stills.

The detailed screens make golfing a snap,

even for inexperienced handheld golfers. A
mini overhead view of the hole enables you to

aim your shot with a crosshair. Four smaller

windows display the wind direction, speed,

number of yards to the hole, and the lie of the

ball. They also allow you to quickly re-position

your feet and select your clubs. The hitting

window displays a sideview look at your

golfer and a nice, circular hit meter that en-

ables you to follow your complete stroke.

Video golf

World’s smallest

golf course.

club selections. Pros will appreciate the ex-

tensive recording keeping feature that

records Holes in One, Longest Drive, Closest

to the Pin, Four-day Course Totals, and best

scores for each hole.

PROTIP: Ifyour ball lands within five

yards of the hole and you’re hi the rough,

try the putter instead of the sand wedge
for better accuracy.

PROTIP: Don’t try to hit overa tree line to

save distance. Ifyou do, you almost al-

ways end up in the rough.

Whether you’re a regular golf fanatic, or

a novice sports person looking for a new

challenge, take a swing at Ultra Golf.

GamePro's Game Rating System

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

Ultra Golfby Ultra Games, Price not available,

Available now , 1 meg + battery back-up

For you word aficionados, Bog-

gle by Parker Brothers gives you

plenty of word games. This is definitely a

thinking person’s game, so holster those

trigger fingers.

Like the board game, the object is to

compose as many words as you can

from a given set of letters within an allot-

ted time period. Unlike the board game,

you have five game options: regular Bog-

gle, Big Boggle, Anagram, Categories,

and Use All. For those with a limited vo-

cabulary, try the Anagram and the Cate-

gories op-

PROW: Charlie and Pearl

are the toughest computer

players to beat

the level setting you choose. In Cate-

gories, you seek out words from a jum-

bled mess of letters for a given category,

such as “4 things found on a skate-

board,” where you must find four words

associated with skatebords-wheels,

board, etc. Big Boggle is played like regu-

lar Boggle, except you get a bigger letter

grid to choose from and you have a 4-let-

ter word minimum instead of 3-letter

word minimum.

In most games, you are your own com-

petitor, so this cart is no monster to beat. If

you need extra challenge, though, try play-

ing one or more of the eight computer play-

ers. They have a few more words under

their belts.

This word-making cart will catch you with

special fea-

I^^TJOJSICJI Ig
'tBfc,5pSmf,86

PRESS ANV BUTTON

The Categories option

gives you a hide-’n‘-seek

word game.

tures, such as a

dictionary that

calls you on

questionable

words. If you

want a calm,

thinking game

for the Game

Boy, this is it.

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

Boggle by Parker Brothers, $29.99

Available now, 1 meg

By The Great McGillicuty

“Oh, no! I've been turned into an

eggplant!" If you’ve ever uttered

that phrase, then you probably can relate to

our bow-totin’ hero, Pit, in Nintendo’s Kid

Icarus for the Game Boy. He must protect

Angel Land from the vile Orcus and his army

of Serpents, Shadows, Golems, Grim

Reapers, and Eggplant Wizards.

Like the

Avoid the God of Poverty

like the plague.

Pit, you face four feisty stages. You must claw

your way out of prison in the Underworld,

dash madly through the Overworld, and hop

from cloud to cloud in the Skyworld. Along

the way, you’ll secure the Three Treasures of

PROW: Leave one snake on

the screen andno other

snakes will appear.

such as Hammers, Recovery Potions, Feath-

ers, and a Credit Card, to give you a fighting

chance. A battery backup saves your progress.

PROT1P: To defeat the Level 1 boss, the

Minotaur, stand directly underneath Its

platform. Wait for it tojump to the

ground, then blast awayand avoid its

fireball attacks.

Kid Icarus challenges your skill with plenty

of tricky, platform leaping and trap dodging.

Don’t worry, Pit’s moves are in top form. Your

small screen gaming interaction is precise

and accurate, with no squinting required.

Sometimes NES classics are worth anoth-

er look on the Game Boy. The Kid’s graphics

are fine in black-and-white with large sprites

and nice backgrounds. The music sets the

mood, too. Most kids can’t fly, but on the

Game Boy Icarus sure does!

GamePro’s Game Rating System

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

Kid Icarus by Nintendo ofAmerica

$24.95, Available now
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Light Boy is Bound to

Attract Attentkm

The campfire has died and the marshmellows have been roasted. Now, thanks to

Light Boy, the fun really starts! All my Game Boy equipment is safely

stored in the Light Boy GAME KEEPER, which is great for

on-the-go gamers, like me.

The Vic Tokai Light Boy is too cool. Not only does it

magnify the LCD screen 1-1/2 times, but it also comes with

batteries! And unlike other accessories, Light Boy has

\
replaceable lights, so the fun goes on forever! It’s no

wonder Light Boy is bound to attract attention.

Batteries Included

Licensed by
Nintendo® and Game Boy® are registered trademarks ot Nintendo of America, Inc.

Light Boy™ is a trademark of Nintendo of America licensed exclusively to Vic Tokai Inc.

Vic Tokai Inc., 22904 Lockness Ave., Torrance, CA 90501

.

(Nintendo)



Crystal Warrior i

By Sister Sinister

The country of Ariel is no longer

p peaceful, but that’s okay. You’ll

have a great time trying to restore Ariel to its tranquil

state in Sega’s Crystal Warrior for the Game Gear. The evil Em-

peror Grym has stolen three of the four Crystals necessary to

maintain harmony in the land.

Princess Iris has the fourth Crys-

tal, but Grym and his men are hot

on her trail. You must fend them

off or else the game’s over, in

more ways than one.

Charge!

Crystal Warrior is a nifty little

strategy/role-playing game. You must
JJJ

learn to plan ahead in order to traverse this cart, Princess iris

all 30 rounds. Mng the best!

As the Princess, you really

know how to “party.” You start

out with a six-warrior team, but

you can recruit more adventurers

along the way and lead a maxi-

mum of nine into battle at one

time. Defeating a monster tames

it. It will then fight at your com-

mand later.

You lead your party in some

rousing RPG-style combat. The CPU

referees all fights via a point system.

Even though you’re just a spectator, the action’s fast and is ac-

companied by nice animation.

Every time you defeat an opponent, your fighter earns Cash

and several Points (Hit Points, Magic Points, Attack Points, De-

fense Points, Luck Factor Points, and Speed Points).

Complete a Round and you

(as Princess Iris) can go shop-

ping in town. You can buy 1

1

types of Weapons and Armor and

15 Spells. Stop in to see the for-

tune teller, too. Her info is some-

times well worth the $1 0 fee.

PROTIP: In town, before Round

4, be sure to purchase the Boost

from the Magic Shop. It makes you
invincible against the evil Healer.

Peace across the Land
Crystal Warrior will make your eyes

go buggy because you won’t want to tear them from this game.

The graphics are good Game Gear fare, and the music won’t

cause headaches. You Game Gear peacekeepers will have great

fun fighting your cause in Crystal Warrior.

PROTIP: When you’re

shopping in town, always

buy extra Healers when

offered at the Inn.

Crystal Warriorby Sega

Available now, 2 megs

+ battery backup

PROTIP: Keep your Healers

faraway from the action.

You’ll wear down your oppo-

nents while continuously re-

plenishing your Hit Points.

By Monty Haul

Once again, Golden Axe history

repeats itself. This time it’s on

the Game Gear. Death Adder just filched the most

powerful blade in the kingdom of

Firewood, the Golden Axe. Former

Axe hero, Ax Battler, must out-du-

el Death Adder before Firewood’s

I burned to the ground.

Axed Again!

Hack-’n’-bash fighting and role-

playing game elements mix to-

gether in Ax Battler.
PROTIP: Collectup to 33

Vases before braving

a dungeon.

'y.'y'Y.'v:
T v:
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As in most RPGs, you explore the

countryside in a top-down perspec-

tive and talk to villagers to gather clues to Adder’s secret where-

abouts. Then you set off to your next destination (a cave, a

maze, or a fortress) to find an item that will help you complete

your mission.

Occasionally, a monster jumps

you in the wilderness. You must

slash or be slashed in a sideview

action/arcade fight scene. You

jump, duck, swing, and dodge to

win the battle. Your reward is a

pile of Magic Vases, which you

use to cast three types of screen-

PROT1P: At the start of
killing spells.

the game, journey east to Like the one-on-one combats,

the cave. Make this long the dungeons are sideview, sword

^ZhwS'irii'i'biow
* sec

l
uences - You must time

oJS thepathtoST your jumps and moves with precision

dty of Firewood. to survive.

In the villages, you can engage

in deadly training combats to learn new fighting abilities, such

as the Jump Swing, the Upper Swing, and the Run and Tackle.

You can also recuperate your

health at an Inn.

Golden Gear
Golden Axe enthusiasts who like

fantasy role gaming in small dos-

es will be pleased with Ax Battler.

The RPG segments keep the sto-
|

ry moving and don’t impede the

top-notch, traditional, fighting action.

The graphics are great by Game Gear

standards, and the music and sounds are passable. As for chal-

lenge, even unlimited continues and passwords won’t stop you

from playing 50 hours before Death Adder’s final downfall. Fi-

nal? Well, we’ll see. All in all, Ax Battler really cuts it!

Ax Battler. >1 Legend of

Busta move to leam

a new one.

By Sega ofAmerica, $29.95

Available now, 2 megs
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WHENYOU RACEWITH“THE DUELT
ITS ADVISABLE TO CARRYA SPARE.

The knuckles turn white.The sweat turns cold. The heart turns cartwheels. That’s what

you can expect behind the wheel of the #1 racing title in history, The Duel/Test DriveU,

“

now for Sega*Genesis!

Squeeze into the cockpit of the hyper-fast Ferrari F40 —a twin turboV8 with 478 horses

ready to snap your neck. Boil asphalt in the Porsche 959‘— the legendary road rocket

that’ll do 0-60 in a stunning 3.6

seconds. Leave the launching pad in

the Lamborghini Diablo*—an

awesome exotic with a mind-boggling top

speed of 202 mph.
Race head-to-head against the computer

or the clock. Blast through tight tunnels,

bone-dry deserts and twisting mountain

roads. Streak past confused cops and scenic

cities. Jam down the highway to hot

music tracks.

The Duel/Test DriveUm
from Ballistic.

If you’re scared, take the bus.

To order, visityourfavorite retaileror call 1-800-245-7744.

Sega.Genesis and Megs Driveare trademarks owned by Sega Enterprise,Lid. The Duel Test Drive
1 1 and Ballistic are trademarks ol Accolade. Inc Accolade is associated mth

Sega Enterprises Lid Al other trademarksand registered trademarks are properties ot their respective dimers C 199? Accolade, Inc All R$hts Reserved



project doom

IS GAME IS LICENSED

BY NINTENDO'

FOR PLAY ON THE

You and your 44 in a i

A storyline to keep
to the action.

you plastered

SHOOT TO T

aclion!
WhiP

' anCI bomb vour wav in to

|
Wl,h s,olen merchandise
assassins.

ana deadlY

Official

Nintendo

Seal ot Quality

Nintendo

V,f ice officer Quinn Hart is on an assignment unlike anything he's ever seen! Weird

bodies are turning up dead, top secret weaponry is missing, and organized crime is

at an all time high. But Hart’s up against something more than the Mob, street gangs,

or even hostile terrorists.

A new force has risen and Hart finds himself plunged into a conspiracy of terror!!

American Sammy Corporation
2421 205th St., Suite D-104, Torrance, CA 90501

PHONE: (213) 320-7167 • GAME TIPS: (213) 320-7362

SAMMY™, VICE: THE PROJECT DOOM™
are trademarks of American Sammy Corporation.

Nintendo and Nintendo Entertainment Systems® are

registered trademards of Nintendo of America, Inc.



By Gideon

A^ajj The evil wizard Vookimedlo has kidnapped Miho
' and transformed Toki into a giant ape. Not only

must Toki save his beloved, but he’s gotta trounce the

wizard or he’ll be walking on his

knuckles for the rest of his life!

Fortunately, in his ape form, Toki

is extremely agile, and his power-

ful ape breath can blast enemies!

Hey, give the poor guy a break.

Proper oral hygiene is the last

thing on his mind!

PROW: Carefullyjump on

top of the spider and he'll

lift you to the Power-Up.

Let’s Talk Toki

As Toki, you only have a limited

amount of time to cross five danger-

ous lands packed with bizarre, nasty creatures that you must ei-

ther avoid, blast with your ape breath, or squash. Adventurous

apes will have to climb through perilous underground caverns,

cross treacherous forests, and

even dive into moats filled with

deadly sea life. Fortunately, you

have four lives and two chances

to continue play from the same

point that you've been trounced.

There’s also a wide assortment of

power-ups and bonus items that

help you in your quest: rabbit

shoes to jump extra high, oranges to

enhance your ape breath, helmets

for temporary invulnerability, clocks

for more time and invaluable 1-Ups.

PROTIP: Blast all flying enemies first before taking on

ground enemies. If the skies are clear, you can always

jump over them.

PROW: When hit, some
enemies and obstacles

explode into shooting

fragments. Avoid them

at all costs!

Start Monkeying Around!
\

Just like its arcade big brother,

Toki is a beautiful-looking game.

It utilizes the Lynx’s full color

pallete and paints smooth ani-

mation and sharp, detailed

graphics. The music is light-

hearted and unobtrusive, and the

sound effects are clear, especially

Toki’s digitized “Yearrgh” each time

he gets hit. The jump and shoot controls are easy to learn, so

chuck the manual and dive right into the game. The action is

fast-paced and requires many different strategies and

moves. Toki’s a swinging good time!

PROW: Watch your back.

Some bosses attack

you from behind!

TokibyAtan

Available Febmary ’92,

2 megs

Hhat
has

four legs

and
flies?
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1
-900448-8477

Hot lip Hotline!

Leave a happening rap
for the GamePros! Wewant to hear from YOU!

'I
e"“SWhaty°UWantt°read

ZhZT canmakeG^-
%Give Slowdown on agreatnew9ame tip, tactic,
wwd orstrategy

P

nX&
• Get all the

greatest tips

^

before your
friends!

.Send your scores
into the

stratosphere!

.Theansweratoyourtough-

est gaming
problems.

subscription

Offer

• Get your own sub-

. 2, the #1 Video
iption to the *

issbSS;
SSSSlS*

the reaular

,avumer'Ps and tactics

‘^ZPZthUmb'blist&in9gaming strategies from the stars!

'S:hatyouwantt°™°‘

*^ S killerWestion?ASkJD

an,y
eSt'onmay teusedon

Wt GamePro’s Mi-Time

, greatest Game Hints

• Sure to rev you up for another
action-f

m ‘ Our caneJ, na0i

.Allien
favorite

feature!

you can hand!/’
9^ andtactics

^isZlolmZm Nintendo

foldgames! ^’^dHand-
* Updated

weekly!

$1.75 for the first minute, 9<K for each minute thereafter.
Be sure to get your parents’ permission to use the Hotline if you are under 1 8 years of age. Messages subject to change without notice.



By Rampant Saxon

Rebuilding your castle

walls with these Tetris-

like shapes is the

Rampart is battling its way through all the game

systems. Now it’s hit the Lynx. The graphics in this

game make you forget

that you’re on a portable, and the

sound is incredibly realistic.

Ram’em
Like the other Rampart games,

time is of the essence. You have

1 5 seconds to place your two

cannons, 10 seconds to obliterate

your opponents with bombs, and 26 what graphics!

seconds to rebuild your original castle and fortify additional

castles with Tetris-like shapes. These shapes may not fit exact-

ly, but make sure your there are no holes in your castle’s

fortress.

PROTIP: Choose a castle with

alot ofland around it, or you’ll

find yourself unable to rebuild

the damaged areas.

In the first fight, you only need

to win two battles to conquer the

land. In the next, you have to win

three and it keeps getting harder.

You get two tries to win each level’s

minimum requirement of battles. After

you have successfully fortified your

castle in 26 seconds, you get to add

additional cannons to your old set.

This makes cannon placement important in order to max out

your cannon supply.

PROTIP: Ifyou place your

crosshair slightly ahead of a

moving ship, by the time your

bombs get to it you’ll be right

on target.

After conquering six coast-

lines, you’ll move on to your final

challange of protecting an entire

island. If you get tired of playing

the computer (no easy task), you

can link up another Lynx and play

your friend.

Imperialism

Rampart hasn’t changed much since it’s coin-op predecessors.

In fact, it’s gotten better and you can take it with you. It’s pretty

linear fighting, but on the Lynx your aim is not as easy to control.

However, the hot graphics and believable human voices and

sounds are enough to check this game out. If you like the origi-

nal, you’ll love the portable version.

Ill Rampart by Atari

Available May ’92, 2 megs

IT

of this game.

No castle, you lose.

Blast them before

they blast you.

It

Rush.

For your

Came Boy,

ofcourse.

(Nintendo)

CAPCOM
USA

©1992 CAPCOM U.S.A., INC
Nintendo and Nintendo Entertainment Systems
are trademarks of Nintendo of America, Inc.

For more information call 408-727-0400.



Nintendo

Stanley: The Search For

Dr. Livingston (Electro Brain)

The infamous Dr. Livingston’s missing

somewhere deep inside the Masza Jun-

gle. You must find him. This one-player,

action/adventure sends you on an explo-

ration filled with danger and intrigue. Just

when you’re about to begin your search,

you discover that some of your most vital

supplies (a machete and a grapnel) are

gone. You must recover them immediate-

ly! Otherwise, you will never be able to

protect yourself from the exotic, danger-

ous, jungle beasts. Do you presume you

can find Dr. Livingston? There’s only one

way to find out.

Available now

Pool of Radiance (FCi)

Pool of Radiance, FCI’s second contribution

to the NES Advanced Dungeons and Drag-

ons series, is here. This RPG adventure

takes place in and around the city of Phlan,

which is set in the world of Krynn. The peo-

ple of Phlan have been driven out by an evil

force. Your task is to gather a group of fol-

lowers and save the city from min. You

must also seek out the Pool of Radiance,

whose legendary waters hold magical pow-

ers that will help you in your fight. As you

search, you and your followers discover a

variety of special weapons and spells. Col-

lect as many as you can to use in battle

against a cast of horrid creatures, including

trolls, centaurs, and giant frogs.

Available now

Super NES

Magic Sword (Capcom)

Capcom’s arcade hit, Magic Sword, is

about to launch into the SNES format.

Now you can experience superb medieval

action in your own home. The land has

been covered with darkness by the curse

of the Black Orb. Choosing between two

warriors, you set out to destroy the Orb

by searching every nook and cranny of

the illusive Dark Tower. Beware of what

lurks in the darkness. Three-headed Hy-

dras, fire-breathing dragons, and much

more, all make their homes in the Dark

Tower’s realm and they despise intruders.

Available June

Super Ninja Soy (Culture Bruin)

Super Ninja Boy may look like an ordi-

nary two-player RPG, but it’s actually two

games in one. The adventure part of the

game is played from an overhead per-

spective. You set out in search of trea-

sures and clues that lead you to the mys-

terious evil forces which are plaguing your

people. When it comes time to do battle,

the action changes perspective to side-

scrolling hack ‘n’ slash. Role-playing and

high action/adventure are all rolled into

one. You couldn’t ask for much more.

Available now

Arcana (Hal America)

Would be card magicians, Aracana’s the

game for you. This intensive role-play re-

volves around the ancient art of the Cards.

For centuries, the Card Masters have used

their magic to protect the people of Galnia

from Empress Rimsala’s evil forces. How-

ever, as time wore on and Rimsala was

eventually overthrown, the art of the Cards

slowly died off. Alas, Rimsala’s up to her

evil tricks again. She’s caused an uprising

in the land. You play Rook, one of the last

remaining Card disciples. Your knowledge

of the Carols has faded. Without this card

magic, victory is impossible. You must

rekindle your faded knowledge, rally a

band of followers, and set out to destroy

Rimsala once and for all.

Available now

Continued on page 82.
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^B ^ The asciiPacT

JB ^ For Super Selective

Turbo Propulsion Power.

INDEPENDENT TURBO CONTROL FOR ALL BUTTONS puts more power at your fingertips!

• SLOW MOTION CONTROL buys you time to get out ofthose tight spots!

• HANDS FREE AUTO TURBO letsyou fire 20 shots per second
<

without even pressing a button! -

Any questions? 415/570-7005.

(Nintendo)

^Seal ol Quality^

ASCII W/\ R E

© 1992 ASCII Entertainment Software. Inc . P 0 Box 6639. San Mateo,

CA 94403. Telephone: 415/ 570-7005. asciiPad and Asciiware are

trademarks ot ASCII Entertainment Software. Inc Nintendo Entertainment

System, Super NES and the official Nintendo seals are trademarks of

Nintendo of America Inc.
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Genesis

Side Pocket (Data East)

Side Pocket, Data East’s highly popular

8-bit pool simulation game, will soon be

available for the Genesis. There are two

games to choose from, 9-Ball or Pocket

Play. You can execute 20 different slick

pool moves, including the triple bank

bridge shot, which will leave the competi-

tion felt-green with envy. Side Pocket in-

volves more than just shootin’ pool. You

embark on a five city, pool-shooting tour.

Prove your worth as the Great White of

pool sharks, and you’re off to the Atlantic

City championship. Lose a few and you

can, er, chalk it up to experience!

Available June

TUrboGrafx-16

T.V. Sports Baseball

(Turbo Technologies)

The game of baseball’s been turbo-

charged by the TurboGrafx-16. T.V.

Sports Baseball gives one to four players

a chance at the big leagues. Teams from

the East and the West Division include:

Boston, New York, Chicago, Philly, Los

Angeles, San Francisco, St. Louis, and

Kansas City. Choose a team and a start-

ing pitcher, and you’re ready to play ball.

For maximum game-action viewing,

outfielding is done from a 3/4 overhead

perspective. The batting takes place from

a behind-the-batter perspective. Add up

all these great features and you come up

with a great-looking game.

Available September

If you’re up for a little Game Boy-style,

high-speed racing action, then you’re

ready for World Circuit Series. There are

three super-charged Grand Prix racers to

choose from. You can customize your

racers with different engines, tires, tran-

nies, and more. This international compe-

tition takes you on a tour of 16 countries,

where you compete against all the top

racers. You can even create your own

competition. Gather a few friends with

Game Boys and Video Links, hook ‘em

together, and you’re set to play with up

to four people.

Available now

Game Gear

Out Run Europa (U.S. Cold)

If you love to drive, you’re gonna’ love

Out Run Europa. On his way to Berlin,

Special Agent Simeon Kurtz had some

top secret documents stolen from his

briefcase. His quest to retrieve the docu-

ments takes him on a wild, motorized

chase through London, France, Italy, Ger-

Game Boy

World Circuit Series (Konami)

many, and Austria. His mode of trans-

port? A motorbike, jet ski, Porsche,

speedboat, and a Ferrari. This is one Eu-

ropean tour you’ll never forget.

Available now

Lynx

Dirty Larry (Atari)

He’s bad! He’s mad! He’s Dirty Larry:

Renegade Cop! Larry has a major crime

lord problem on his hands. You get to

help him solve it. During this major bad

guy bust-a-thon, you travel through a

city’s sordid, criminal-infested areas,

which include a Warehouse, the Main

Drag, the Subways, and finally, Mr. Big’s

lair. A smorgasbord of Power-ups are ripe

for the pickin’. Grab a few and they’ll in-

crease your strength, boost your gun’s

ammo, and supply you with bombs.

Help Dirty make the streets clean.

Available June
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got a huge

new domestic robot theyVe designed

RIPPER" due to a nasty little defect - this

robot likes to kill.

Or is it an accident that the UCC happened

to create a genetically engineered killing

machine who also happens to have an

insatiable appetite for humans beings?

Translated from the number one

European hit CORPORATION, you're the

CYBERCOP who's been chosen by the

government to crack the complex security

system of the UCC. Your mission: confiscate

the mutant robot they've designed as the

ultimate weapon.

Thic official coal ic umir accnranro that tfnc nmriiirr

power - everything fropi hologram pi

to infra-red image intensifies.

If all goes well, you'll be a national here. E

if the droid guards, sleeping gas and autolock

doors get the best of you - even your own

mom will deny that she ever knew youl



Restore Your Power-Ups

M-1 Abrams Battle Tank

(Genesis)

Invincibility

(Genesis)

Now you can begin Tom & Jerry with allme mice you'll ever need. At the trtle
sown, which depicts Tom and deny to-^Pu,? inRi9W, Right Up, lieft,

^ Vm
’ B’ A Start,

Start. Mow you'll have all the Jerrys you'll
I
ever need!

'

s w

Power-Up Code!

tj-SGORt 1
19100- 1

scr ci'-
;

SCORE
|

13100 1

Si

To soup up your Super Spy Hunting vehi-
cle, pause the game, then press Up,
Up, B, Right, Right, B Down, B, Left,
Left, A, and then unpause. Your car
now has Super Powerl

Josh Fanner, Akron, OH

i

-
. moae/

Beat ActRaiser once and the action
becomes even tougher At the title

screen, press Select twice and

J

you’ll play a special edition of Act-

J
Raiser that offers pure action and
no role-playing segments.

Or, Dave

Denver.

Detroit

Green Bay.

Houston:

Indianapolis:

Kansas City

Los Angeles:

Miami:

Minnesota:

DNZ7N50D
BHL50XB6

C2VORH5F
CLDCKBFT
DKXLZ1LW
dgxntkwt
bhjfgfvr

C2Z4ZSZS

CC50N7W4

New England: DGiOW]CT

New Jersey CS41LX68

Kickoff John Madden '92 with this set

of championship passwords!

D72C835L

DWJ4NLTV
DNGTY8PO

New Orleans: OV8XQtZG

New York:

Oakland:

Philadelphia:

Phoenix:

Pittsburgh:

San Diego:

Atlanta:

Buffalo:

Chicago:

Cincinnati:

Cleveland:

Dallas:

C536LLJY

BH50J4GN
BDNZZTR1

BTCHRSRX

BH4MBJ03
BTGBF4Y9

DR85KS35

DWN8M06]
C8X8KT1V

D5KT9LWW

San Francisco: CC7CDVLS

Tampa Bay DNBS1KMB

Washington: FB16WJWP

Archie Afable, Nutley, NJ

GAME mr
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The Dalsis Empire has laid siege upon the Castle of Baltia to seize the legendary sword —
WARSONG. In desperation, King Alfador sends his only son into the countryside, away
from impending death. Now, Prince Garette must rally his allies from across the kingdom,

and lead their armies in a battle to recapture the sacred sword, and restore justice...

• Strategy Role Playing puts you in full command!
• Watch as armies clash, magic ignites, and monsters devastate!

• Thrill as the tale of Baltia unfolds in the heat of battle!

• Battery Backup saves 4 campaigns!

WARSONG — The Greatest Tale Of Swords And Magic
You’ll Ever Play! ^

,

Treco™ and Warsong™ are trademarks of Treco Corporation Ltd. Sega™ and

SEGA GENESIS™are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd. Licensed by Sega Enterprises 'jaTr
for play on the SEGA GENESIS SYSTEM. Warsong© 1991 NCS Corporation. /

2421 205th St., D-204 Torrance, CA 90501 • Phone: (310) 782-6960 • Fax: (310) 320-2597

TJTECO
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Kick Master (Nintendo)

Passwords! F*?LGZQFKT4G

SJ?S8P***K3L

BW6Q5KAJ2N9*

VW6S9KFK3TA*

3QD*8Q 6W6JD?

Q8GW*9 WM8G F

*8GWG9 9N9**F

2*IDZ1 DKQZGD

Level Two:

Level Three:

Level Four.

Level Five:

Level Six:

Level Seven:

Level Eight

, Second Quest

Get kickin’ with

Kick Master.

Power-Up Code

Wanderers from Ys
(Super NES)

Sound Test

in'

your *™s

P*ss Select on Controller One to brinaup the Character Display screen. Then
press Select on Controller Two. Now
choose your music!

1 Big^ “
Scot<"m Disneyland,U

Mike Dttka’s Power Football

(Genesis)

Password

To stock upon Twin Cobra weapons,

pause the game, then punch UP,

Down Left, and Right Finally, hold

down A and push Start to resume play

I with an arsenal of great guns.

Jack Markovich, Soiling Meadows, IL

Buffalo Bills: FyC42u

Mai* Williams, Russellville, AL

Super H-Type (Super NES)

1

H
f
SS 3 Way t0 custom‘ze the R-9 ship

with your choice of space-zapping
weapons. At the title screen, punch in

[

°™’ R
’
R'9ht

’ ^wn, Right, Right,
Down, Right, Down, Down, and Start
Once play has begun, pause the game

RtahtT
r R

’ Rl0ht
'
°0VVn

' Y’ Down,

Down, Right,
and Right. Now press a button to add

I IZ
Se

.

r

,

and press ano,her hotton toadd any Missile (see the charts below)
Finally, unpause and enjoy'

Anti-Air Laser = /y

Anti-Ground Laser = b
Reflective Laser = x
Split Laser = y
Shooting Gun Laser = R
Missiles

Chasing Missile = /\

Anti-Ground Missile = X
Jim Sewert, Charleston, WV
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Back Issues ofGamePro!
Don’t Miss Any of the Action!

#3 (Sep ’89) Atari Lynx Preview

#4 (Nov ’89) Complete SuperMario Lendmaps

#7 (Feb ’90) Insane Sports Issue

#8 (Mar ’90)

Phantasy

Star II, SuperGrafx

Sneak Peek

#9 (Apr ’90)

Joysticks Review

#1 1 (Jun ’90) NES
Baseball Games, Dick

Tracy Exclusive

#12 (Jul ’90) Teenage

Mutant Ninja Turtles

#14 (Sep ’90) Fall Football Action, Game Genie Preview

#15 (Oct ’90) Halloween Games, Castlevania III

#16 (Nov ’90) Gremlins 2, Mega Man 3

#18 (Jan ’91) Annual Superstar Sports Issue

#19 (Feb ’91) CD-ROM Games, Game Boy’s Mega Man

#20 (Mar ’91) Comic Strip Games, Mickey Mouse

#21 (Apr ’91) SuperNES Preview, Double Dragon III

#22 (May ’91) Battletoads, Game Gear Preview

#23 (Jun ’91) Sonic the Hedgehog, 16-Bit Buyer’s Guide

#24 (Jul ’91) Baseball Review, TurboGrafx-16 Buyer’s Guide

#25 (Aug ’91) SuperNES Buyer’s Guide,Spider-Man

#27 (Oct ’91) Star Wars, Super Ghouls ’N Ghosts

#28 (Nov ’91) TheAddams Family, Castlevania IV

#29 (Dec ’91) Football Review, Bart’s Back

#30 (Jan ’92) 56 New Carts Reviewed!

#31 (Feb ’92) TMNT III, Genesis Buyer’s Guide

#32 (Mar ’92) Street Fighter II, Joysticks & Controllers

#33 (Apr ’92) 16-Bit Games for ’92, Basketball Blowout

$3.95 Each Indicate issue number on order.

The First Issue of GamePro!
Only a few copies remain ofGamePro 's Premiere issue. This is

the original and will not be reprinted! Complete your collection.

Get ’em while they last.

$8.95 Each

GamePro’s Special Issues!

S.W.A.T., Hot Tips, Tactics, Passwords
Tons ofkillersecret codes, passwords, tricks, and

winning strategies for allgame systems!

Handheld Video Games
Power-packed ProViews and scintillating SWATS

covering all handheldgame systems!

Video Game Greatest Hits

A collection ofGamePro’s ProViews and ProTips Hits!

SWAT#1 (Fall ’90)

Packed with awesome

tips and tactics!

SWAT #2 (June ’91)

Special feature on

Mega Man 3

SWAT #3 (Sep ’91)

Special feature on Battletoads

SWATPRO (March ’92)

Special Feature on Castlevania IV

Handheld Video Games #1 (Spring ’91)

Complete Handheld Buyer’s Guide

Handheld Video Games #2 (Fall ’91)

Terminator2, Faceball 2000

Video Games Greatest Hits (Summer ’91)

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

Celebrity Video Gamers (Fall ’91)

Harlem Globetrotters, Plus 25 Star Interviews

16-B'it Video Gaming (February ’92)

Super Tips & Tactics plus Buyer’s Guide

16-B'it Video Gaming (May ’92)

The BestNew Genesis Games

$4.95 Each Indicate issue numberon order.



Strategy and Tips Books
Total In-Depth Coverage!
Get the competitive edge with these in-depth strategy books from

all the top gamers in the industry. These books cover it all!

GamePm Hot Tips: Sports Barnes
The Editas ofGamePro $12.95

GamePro Hot Tips: Adventure Games

The Adventures ofGamePro Comics!
Get Hie Complete Story!

Collect the exciting comic strip chapters from the pages of

GamePro magazine. PLUS: New pages ofmaterial ONLY

available in this edition. $3.50

Comic 113-Chapters 16-21, 28 New Pages

The Editors ofGamePro $12.95

Nintendo Games Secrets Greatest Tips

The Editors ofGamePm $12.99

Super Mario World Secrets
Rusel DeMaria andZach Meston $15.99

Nintendo Games Secrets
Rusel DeMaria $12.95

Nintendo Games Secrets, Vol. 2
Rusel DeMaria andZach Meston $9.95

Nintendo Games Secrets,

Vol. 3
Rusel DeMaria and

Zach Meston $9.95

Nintendo Game Boy
Secrets
Rusel DeMaria and

Zach Meston $9.95

Nintendo Game Boy Secrets, Vol. 2
Rusel DeMaria andZach Meston $9.95

Sega Genesis Secrets
Rusel DeMaria $9.95

Sega Genesis Secrets, Vol. 2
Rusel DeMaria andZach Meston $9.95

Super Nintendo Entertainment System

Games Secrets
Andy Eddy $9.99

TUthoGrafx-16 and TinboExpress Secrets

Rusel DeMaria andAndy Eddy $9.95

TdrinGratx-16 and TPrboExpress Secrets, Vol. 2
Donn Nauert andAndy Eddy $9.95

GamePro T-Shirt and Pants!
Hit the street with these killernew duds from GamePro, the

fashion capital of the video dimension! You’ll be stylin’ in these

100% cotton rags, made especially for us. Limited quantities,

order today!

Gotta Getta GamePro T-Shirt

Large and X-large only $9.95

GamePro Baggy Pants
Large and X-large only $19.95

For Canadian and foreign orders add $2.00 per orderpayable in

US funds only. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

For allproducts, please fill out the attached cardand mail with

your check ormoney order to:

Indicate title andprice on order. GamePro Products

2421 Broadway State 200, Redwood City, CA 94063 oread

1-800-532-GAME. Ift? video game or subscription information

available at this number)



Jr. (Game Boy)
Snow Bros.

Invincibility!

Krubeck, Dubuque,

Wanderers from Ys

(Super NES)

Invincibility!

Boxy Boy fliirboGrafx-IB)

^ 8,396 in Twin ^bra, enter

;,

9htUflandStarta"beWe semen. Now p,ck your starting level!
j3ckMarkovich, Boning Meadows, IL

Ernter these passwords to sample some
I of Boxy Boy's stages:

Stage 24: Screw

stage 144: Candy

Stage 202: Brush

Dorothy Letter, Cleveland, OH

Mega Man (Game Boy)

Mega Passwords!

I Follow these steps carefully to become

invincible in Wanderers from Ys Begin

the game, then press Reset When the

American Sammy screen is fully visible

1 and before it begins to fade out, tee

Controller Two and quickly push Up,

Down, Up, Down, Select and Start

Then switch back to Controller One, be-

qin your game, and press Select to enter

the Character Display screen. Choose

' Status. Finally, use Controller Two and

press Select while in the Status

screen. If the word Debug appears next

to the word Status, you'll live forever!

Press Select once more to deactivate in-

vulnerability.

Big Bad “Scott" Wolf, Disneyland, CA

Rock Dr. Wily’s world with these pi

wold entries'.

Fire: A1 ,
B1 ,

B2, C4, D2

...plus Cut: A2,B2,C3,D1,D3

...plus Elec: A3, B2, B3, B4, C4

...plus Ice: A2, A3, B4, C2, C3

Slasher Quan

»"Y.r¥f 1 \tf.



Get Flagged for Speeding.
Create a flap all over the world as you race

under the flags of 16 countries in World
Circuit Series” from Ultra? It's a high speed,

full throttle tour through the spectacle of

international Grand Prix racing.

Haul asphalt on 25 world famous Formula 1

race courses.

Skid through hairy hairpin turns and scream
down straightaways from a challenging

top-down perspective.

Three uniquely engineered Grand Prix cars

to choose from. Use raw racing instinct

to customize your ride with different

engine, transmission, wing and
tire grade options.

Cruise through test runs, qualifying laps,

and push your endurance to the limit in a
series circuit.

Hit the pit to repair and adjust your car in

the realistic animated sequence.
The Nintendo" Four Player Adapter lets up to

four speed demons
against each other

and a field

of pros.



QuackShOt (Genesis)

Max Out Your Lives

June Marshall,(Game Boy)

Do You Have a

Earnest Evans (Genesis)

Stage Skip! (Super HIES)

Level Nine Pork Chops!

Here’s how to choose your level in

|
Earnest Evans. Pause the game at any

area. Then press Up, A, Down, B, Left,

j

a, Right, B, and then unpause. You'll

skip to the next stage of the game! Use

I this trick whenever you wish.

j

Ron Douglas, Austin, MN

Although it will take a ton of jumping, you
can grab an easy Pork Chop in Level 9
of Super Castlevania IV Hop on a Trea-
sure Chest 255 times and you’ll receive
the meat free of charge!

Paul Rhodes, Pittsburgh, PA

Turrican (Genesis)

Bonus Options Menu

j —
I

1

[ \ ,

Here's a way to access tons of special

options in Turrican. Enter the option

screen and move the cursor to Exit

Next, while holding down Down on the

pad, press A, B, B, A, B, A, A, B, A, A,

B, A, A. Now you can select your starting

level and more!

Michael Hage, Paducah, KT

1 If you do, submit it to GamePro.
I Our Pros will review it. If we
J publish it, we'll send you a free

I GAMEPRO Super Shirt! Send
I your best tips and secrets to:

I GamePro Magazine

I RO. Box 3329

Redwood City, CA 94064

i
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a good shot into a great one.HH |

Scan the entire hole's topography

before aiming your shot.

Play your shot according to

wind speed and direction.
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By Boss Music

X The Joker invites the

Dark Knight to dance

with the devil by the

pale moon light on the

top of the Gotham Cathedral. He es-

caped on the NES version, but on the

Genesis, laughing boy's dead meat!

I) PROTIP: Snag tttese Batarangs in the
Gotham Cathedral. Then leap quickly or the
platform witI give way underfoot.

with leapingkm
4) PROTIP: ...Or leap over his blazing

scorchers.

21 PROTIP: Heeeeeere’s the Joker. Watch

and wait tor him to make the Gist move.

From a safe distance, leeI free to peg him

with Batarangs.

IZgVrneZmll Ihe Joker ever re,cm? 4sk Sense,

«

3) PROW: The Joker has two primary at-

tacks. Duck his long barreled gun...



THETriton Pad
THERE IS NO COMPETITION

(•lOO

Triton

The Triton Pad sends Nintendo® nuclear and Sega®

supersonic. You hold the ultimate power with this high-

tech controller that allows you to customize combina-

tions of moves, then release a blitzkrieg of force with

a single touch of a button.

Features Triton Pad Others

Program Feature YES NO
(up to nine moves in one stroke)

Repeat Feature YES NO

Shrink Feature YES NO

Hold Feature YES NO

Rapid Fire Feature YES YES/NO

Repeat Feature: Continuously repeat your pro-

grammed maneuvers with a touch of a button.

I Shrink Feature: Replay programmed maneu-

vers at Program, Turbo, or Super Turbo speeds.

I Hold Feature: Play your moves while the

Triton Pad repeats programmed maneuvers.

I Rapid Fire Feature: Total freedom to select

your Rapid Fire moves.

“A great idea! A clever, very innovative controller!”

“Game Player’s Magazine"

“It’s a great controller. And, it delivers the action;

it’s very responsive.”

“Editor” " Video Games and Computer Entertainment"

“You have to see this to believe it!”

“GamePro Magazine"

“The slogan for Triton’s TRI-1000 is “The Controller

that thinks”, and you'll believe it does.”

“Game Player's Nintendo Guide"

TRITON
Triton Toys, Inc. • P.O. Box 41157* San Jose, CA. 95160 • 800-354-TOYS

patent pending TRITOYS™ technology. Sega is a n
o Entertainment System is a registered trademark of

Nintendo is

that Thinks
s a registered trademark of Nintendo of America, Inc.

; are trademarks of Triton Toys, Inc.
Triton Pad is



bridge to find the Crystal Sword, the

2) PROW: Here’s the Crystal

Sword! To claim it, you must

defeat a Wyvem. test Rosas

holy White Spell combined

with Rydia’s Asuta tor a

great hurt/heal combo.

By Boss Music

(> Thanks to the blowout

7 strategy guide «e

— threw at ya in Game-

Pro's February, 1992 issue, Cecil has

finally reached Lunar Subterrain. Now

I join us for the exciting conclusion to

Final Fantasy II.

rnunp: Although FuSe fa’s and Gol-
bez’s combined Meteo spell knocks off
Zemus in the first round, he rises from

3) PROW: While you’re searching for
otherpowerful weapons, don’t forget to
grab the Whip ofFlame on Level 2, the
Mura-same on Level 3, the Lance of
White on Level 7, and the Masamune on
Level8 (pictured). Also, ifyou’re low on
experience, beat up on Behemoths, Red
Dragons, and Blue Dragons to boost
yourpower levels.

turn, Zeromus...

tent spells ano summon,,,u*:

mum damage, try Rosa’s Whrie spell

and Rydia’s Bahamut summoning
It

healing’s called for, rely Ufl Bosa^ Cnre

4 and Rydia’s Asura.
Supplement your

spells with strong hand-to-hand sup-

port, including Cecil's Crystal Sr™"*

l^mp attack andFdgesS^

by Ninja Stars. If

you’re around lev-

el 60, don’t worry.

You can outlast

Zeromus and his

110,000 hit points.

96 6AMEPR0 • May 1892
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Enter the glamorous,

glitzy world of a high

stakes game of chance

at one of the world's

poshest casinos. The

name of the game is

Square Deal™.

OUT EES
It's a compelling

challenge of skill, luck,

and pure concentration

on your Nintendo®

Game Boy® System.

Place your bets.. .if your

adrenalin can take it!

The Game of

Two-dimensional Poker

Ij^DTMC^UCENSE^^^
(NinlendoT)

1 405 Marshall Street, Suite 212

Redwood City, CA 94063 U.S.A.

[Nintonddl

w
V

Nintendo, Game Boy, and Official Seals are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. © 1991 Nintendo of America Inc.

Square Deal is distributed by DTMC Inc. DTMC Is a trademark of DTMC Inc. Square Deal is developed by Hect Co. LTD. © 1991 Hect Co. LTD.

Square Deal™ is a registered trademark of Interactive Network Inc. Square Deal is available for competitive play on the Interactive Network System.



lawsuit against Nintendo has

gone to court. In the suit, Atari

alleges that Nintendo illegally

carved out an 80% stake in the

market and cost con-

sumers millions of
'

dollars in overpriced

video games and gear.

Atari claims it suf-

fered $160

milUon inMJPARff
damagesUu U UUUULi
between 1986

and 1990. According to

Atari lawyer William Jaeger,

“We think the evidence is abso-

lutely overwhelming that Nin-

tendo deliberately and willfully

monopolized the home video

game market in America. Com-

petition was not simply hurt, it

was obliterated.” But according

to John Kirby, a New York

lawyer representing Nintendo,

Atari “tried to compete on the

cheap” and lost out because of

its own miscalculations. Atari’s

main objection involves the way

Nintendo enlisted independent

software producers to create

video games that only run off

the Nintendo Entertainment

System console. Until Decem-

ber 1990, Nintendo prohibited

its licensees from making com-

patible versions of their NES ti-

des for other game systems over

a two-year period after the re-

lease of their NES version.

NES to SNES
Converter?

Innovation, a US.-based

pany, has created an NES-to-

SNES converter that will allow

you to play any NES game on

the Super Nintendo. The device,

called the “Super Eight Con-

verter” is expected to be re-

leased this Summer. No word

on whether Nintendo has ap-

proved this product.

Jaleco and Young
Indiana Jones

Nintendo licensee, Jaleco

USA, has reached an agreement

with Lucasfilm Games to

produce an NES version of the

popular ABC prime-time series,

“The Young Indiana Jones

Chronicles.” This project con-

tinuesJaleco’s successful relation-

ship with Lucasfilm. In 1990,

Jaleco released the hit Lucasfilm

personal computer game, Mani-

ac Mansion for the NES. Watch

for this potential blockbuster tide

in the near future.

the Sega Genesis. In !

half of 1992, The

mak-

Teach-

Paperboy, and Captain

Planet, has announced plans to

introduce tides for the Genesis.

The first announced title is The

Chessmaster, a chess simula-

tion game.

Acclaim Acquires

Mirrorsoft/Arena

Acclaim Entertainment,

Inc. has acquired certain assets

of Mirrorsoft Ltd., as well as

all the stock of its U.S. sub-

sidiary, Arena Entertain-

ment. Mirrorsoft, a leading de-

veloper and publisher of

entertainment software in Eu-

rope, was one of.the first en-

trants into the European mar-

kets for both the Sega Master

System and the Genesis. It’s also

one of few companies currendy

developing products for Sega’s

Mega-CD system. According to

Robert Holmes, president of Ac-

claim, “This purchase provides

Acclaim with access to a broad

catalog of tides for a variety of

personal computer and dedicat-

ed game systems. It also pro-

vides key new licenses, such as

Aliens III, and strong develop-

ment resources in both 16-bit

and CD-Rom technology.”

Campaign

Nintendo licensee, Hudson
Soft USA, has announced a

campaign to encourage kids to

limit the amount of time they

spend on video games. Accord-

ing to Marketing Manager Kevin

Sullivan, “We want to get a mes-

sage out to lads that video games

are just one of life’s pleasures and

that there are other important

and fun things they should in-

vestigate.” As part of the pro-

gram, Hudson Soft USA will es-

tablish a phone support line and

provide a pamphlet entitled,

“Master Higgins 10 Tips for Re-

sponsible Play,” a guide describ-

ing ways to diplomatically regu-

late video play. For gamers who

volunteer to limit their video

game play, Hudson Soft USA will

offer a membership in a special

club, which includes a free quar-

terly newsletter.

Software Toolworks

Does the Genesis

Another large Nintendo licensee

has announced plans to develop

Continued on page 100.



Welcome to Post-Holocaust I

Los Angeles in the year

2029, where mutant robots
|

pilot their crafts through the
j

blood-red sky, hunting down 1

human beings that once

dominated this wasteland.
j.

Just like the movie, you assume

the role of Kyle Reese, a time

traveller from the future who

returns to modern-day L.A. to

protect the life of Sarah Conner

- the beautiful woman who holds

the key to the survival of the

human race.

Your mission: Outwit and
j

outmaneuver a brutal killing

machine known as the

Terminator. He’s big, he's bad

and he’s virtually unstoppable -
!

let’s hope you're smarter!

FEATURES:

• Movie-like soundtrack

complete with realistic

sound effects

. 8 MEG of futuristic firepower

licensed by Sega Enterprises Ltd. for

play on the SEGA GENESIS™ SYSTEM.

THE TERMINATOR © 1984 Clnema’84.

A Greenberg Brothers Partnership. All rights

reserved. Licensed by Hemdale Film Corporation.

THE TERMINATOR™ TM designates a trademark

of Cinema'84. A Greenberg Brothers Partnership.

I

Subllcensed by Bethesda Softworks.

© 1991 Virgin Games, Inc. All rights reserved.

Virgin Is a registered trademark of

Virgin Enterprises, Ltd.

SEGA and GENESIS are trademarks of

Sega Enterprises Ltd.



SNES 32-Meg PCB
and Mouse

Nintendo Corporation Ltd.

i (Nintendo of Japan) has an-

nounced a new 32-Meg PCB

1. John MaSion

football 92

2 joe Montana It

Sports lath foolhatt

3 Road Rash

4 . NHL Hochev

This lotormatl*

6amefro Magail|

Top io genesis

Video Game
Rentals

May 1992

5 Streets ot Rafla

%. pittUhter

7. paperboy

8 super Ott Road

J; f-22
interceptor It

TO. Kid Chameleon

for the Super Nintendo. The

PCB will be called the “Memory

Map.”

In other SNES news, Ninten-
j

do ofJapan has announced that

they will release a :

Mouse accesso-
j

ry for the Super
j

Nintendo. The :

Mouse will be :

available in Japan

in September. No
:

word yet on price
j

or U.S. availablity i

with either of
;

these device -
;

but stay tuned!
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Nightshade
Contest Winners

Here are the winners of the

Nightshade contest that ran in

the December, 1991 issue of

GamePro. Each winner will re-

ceive a copy of Nightshade for

the NES, courtesy of Konami.

EdwardJ. Buchter

Philadelphia, PA

Raul De La Cruz

Houston, TX

Mattjuilfs

Tecumseh, NE

i Robert Macheska

: Ransom, PA

:
Kevin Mo

j

Chicago, IL

: Chuong Nguyen

: La Mirada, CA

Kenneth Sheridan

Parry Sound, Ontario, Canada

i Rocky Silvestri

Huntington, NY

j

Bernardo Valdivia

: Los Angeles, CA

i Andrew Wan

;
Los Gatos, CA

Contest Corner
Here are a couple ofvideo game

contests going on right now!

T&E Soft s True Golf

Classics: Pebble
Beach Golf Links

Sweepstakes

GRAND PRIZE

Two roundtrip tickets to San

Francisco, accommodations

(double occupancy) on the

scenic Monterey Bay Peninsula

for one week, two rounds of

golf for two people at Pebble

Beach, 5-day car rental, and

$ 1 ,000 spending money. Wow!

To enter: Send in the sweep-

stakes card (found in all True

Golf Classics: Pebble Beach

Golf Links game boxes) or

send a 3x5 postcard with your

name, address, phone number,

and age to: True Golf Classics

Sweepstakes, Pebble Beach

Golf Links, P.O. Box 848,

Grand Rapids, MN 55744-

9946. Only one entry per

household will be accepted.

Entry must be received by June

1st, 1993.

Working Designs'

TurboTest - Parasol Stars:

Bubble Bobble III

GRAND PRIZE

A PC-Engine Duo (the new

TG-16/CD-ROM combo from

NEC), two SuperCD or Hucard

games, a Pioneer DIS Audio/

Video Dolby Pro-Logic Sur-

round Sound Receiver, Infinity

Reference Six Loudspeakers,

and a 26” Stereo Color TV/

Monitor.

SECOND PRIZE

A Cadash arcade machine.

THIRD PRIZES (2)

TurboGrafx-16 CD player with

the winner’s choice of one CD
game.

Fpi^RTH PRIZES (5)

TurboTap, 2 TurboSticks, and a

Cadash TurboChip.

In addition, every qualified en-

try is eligible to win a Cadash

TurboChip Card. Five will be

given away each month.

To enter: Get the highest one-

player score on Round 1 of Lev-

el 1 of Parasol Stars: Bubble

Bobble III. Take a picture of the

play screen with the Player One

score and with the playfield

clearly visible, or send a video-

tape of your game. Also include

the UPC CODE from the Para-

sol Stars box (found in the low-

er right-hand corner on the

back of the box) and a 3x5

postcard with your name, com-

plete address, telephone num-

ber with area code, and age.

Send your entry to: Parasol

Stars TurboTest, 18135 Clear

Creek Rd., Redding CA
96001

Entries must be received by

May 15, 1992. You better hurry

on this one!

NOTE: Entries cannot have

scores attained by picking up the

Rainbow Necklace. The Rainbow

Necklace creates a Miracle that

displays three Star Crests at the

top of the screen. Entries that

have the three Crests will be dis-

qualified.
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Babs was about to get her Big Break in this all

new adventure for Game Boy,® until Montana

Max put her career on

the ropes. Now you must

join Buster, Plucky and

Hamton to help save her

dreams of stardom.

You’ll bop, spin and fly through

four toony levels packed with

amazing cartoon-like graphics,

including the Pipsqueak Pipe Maze and Groovy Train.

You’ll also power-up with attack carrots, pineapples and

watermelons. Score big

points in the Montana Mash
subgame. And team up

with Dizzy Devil, Furrball

and other wacky characters in the most

hare brained

rescue mission jy/l/U/l l\Ji

I

®

ever conceived.



Advertisement Advertisement

Now Buying Game Gear Cartridg

C 5
Abram's Bailie Tank 37.95/20.00

, $25 BONUS
Receive a $25 Bonus when you sell back '

10 or morn Genesis cartridges. This

‘ssSsHsasffif 1

Mid. Resistance • Mike Dilka F/B

KKrr,,
SuperHang On -Super Hydlide

Super Monaco GP - Sup Thun Bid

Sword Sodan Sword ol Vermillion

Technocop - Thunderlorce II

Tnjxton - Turrican • Whip Rush

2 for $39.95

S3SS=
wwsraassasp::

id money Older fortoSrj

Jftear
de your Name. Address'* Phone' Number on apiece ol paper on 'the' iftsidYof
package. H you are unclear about any ol out policies or procedures, please call.

SS£
VISABRE Software

Dept. PR5
352 W. Bedford. Suite 104

Fresno, CA 93711 WWjKf
24 Hour Recorded Info Line: (209) 432-2644

_To_O£_der_Call:_(20_9) 432-2684

For a current price list of Genesis, Game BRE Software
Gear, TurboGrafx 16, Nintendo, and Super Dept PCT
Nintendo products, send Name, Complete P.O. Box 25151
Address and $1 for Postage and Handling to: Fresno CA 93729

HOW TO SWAP
mber.

• Find the game you want to send us on the swap list. What level is it In?

* Choose a game trom the SAME level that you want in return. Also choose
alternates.

• Send your games with swap choices, swap lees S S/H to GEX Super

* This is a partial list and subject to change. Call first to confirm your swaps.

LEVEL 1 SWAP $4.99

Mr Driver Ftl Labyrinth

Met Kid Final Zone
Bit Squaderon Ricky Last 8attle Thndr Force It

Bodukan Forgotten Wld Mystic Dlndr Truxton

Burning Force Granada Phellos Whip Rush
Columns Hell Fire Shadow Blastr W Cnmp Soc
Cyberball Inspector X Shove-lt Zany Goll

DJ Boy James Pond Spc. Harrier 2 Zoom
E-Swat

LEVEL 2 SWAP $6.99

LEVEL 3 SWAP $8.99

Abrams Btl Tnk Dark Castle Micky Mouse Stomloi
Attack Sub Dlnoland Ms Pac Man Street S
Back Future 3 Fantasia J Montana 2 T Jam A

LEVEL 4 SWAP $9.99

El Vlento

Exile

Fghtng Master

M Lemx Hocke
Marvel Land
Mastr Monters

Might A Magic
NHL Hockey

Pacmanla

Star Odyssey
Ouad Challenge Streets Rage
"ampart Swamp Things
Bl Bsbl III Syd ol Vails

a."
Thunder 2 Thunder Foi

Vapor Trail

Shng In Dkns Wsrsong
Slaughter Sprt Y's 3

Many of these titles are newer and may or may not be available.

we also BUY/SELL

SVJ
p£P t»ts

GENESIS GAMES
LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

WE PAY UP TO
$12
$15
$22
$30

SUPER NES GAMES WE PAY UP TO $30

CALL FOR THE BEST PRICES

CALL! (508) 378-7842

G£?fSUPER
SWAP

air 1992
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JETTISON TO THE PLANETS
Mi
THE ADVENTURES OF

Reach for the

Stars

Baffling Bungy
Jumping

Rockin’ Robot
Power

Mega Metal
Madness

radical thing, however, is its incredible bungy

cord life ropes. These super rubber-bands can

pull you out of some tight squeezes. You only

get a few of them though, so, don’t stretch

your luck!

Has your Mom or Dad ever made you

dress-up in a suit? It's a total drag. You can’t

play. Can’t move. Can’t get dirty. Can’t get

comfortable. Can’t have any fun. Can’t, can’t,

can’t! Well, you can change all of that. Try

Licensed by

stepping into the Tom Wolf robot suit. Oh, by the

This thing can do some amazing stuff. It way, you

has an intense blaster gun that can rapid-fire need to use

triple shots if you're on the lookout for this suit to

charge-up items. You can grab a jet-pack and save your girlfriend and the planet against this

jolt those nasty aliens from the air. You even alien invasion. But, when you're havin’ this

become faster in this super suit. The most much fun, that's just part of the game.

Taito and The Adventure of Star Saver are trademarks of Taito Corporation. Nintendo and Game Boy are

trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. c 1992. All Rights Reserved.

TAiTO
THE ONLY GAME IN TOWN.



Rock 'n Roll

Rock around a dirt track with Super Off-Road!

Roll with the villains' punches in Double Dragon! You'll find all the action you can

handle when you bring these two Arcade Blockbusters home to play on your

Sega 6 Genesis®.

Super Off-Road separates the men from the boys.

And the boys from their lunch. These babies burn

nitro. And rubber. And other computer off-roaders,

if you're good enough. This Blockbuster game has

32 course configurations. Plus big-time obstacles

like oil pits, sand hills, pot holes and rock pillars.

Arcade Blockbusters.

They're the only way to Rock 'n Roll.

To order, visit your favorite

retailer or call 1-800-245-7744.

Double Dragon " is a chilling challenge. Rat in-

fested slums. Your girl kidnapped. And that's not

Mom heading your way. Meet the Shadow Boss.

Evil. Tough. Hangs around with a gang of Ninja

warriors. They've got a hobby. Terminating you.

To survive you must master special Ninja fighting

techniques. Like four types of kicks and three types

of punches.
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Vlorliria has bean kidnapped!

kidnappers hair hidden Mirlicia somewhere in liir

scan Addams Mansion. Vnu and llmnez hair In escape

hidden leaps, and bailie scary ghouls and goblins on

your searih In find her, i’olleci Ihr million dollar

ransom, (ind Wednesday, Pugslrv and Ihe jk
resl of Ihr family in your aiirmpl In JH

resrue Ihe helmed Mnrlitia. A

TM&© 1991

Paramount Pictures.

All Rights Reserved.

THEADDAMS
FAMILY logo is a

Trademark ol

Paramount Pictures.

Ocean ot America
Authorized User.

Nintendo!

(Nintendo)

Ocean of America, Inc. 1855 O'Toole Ave., Suite D-102, San Jose, CA 95131
©1991 Oceon of Amorico, lac, Nintendo, Super Nintendo EnUrtoinmont System, Gam* Boy and the official seals are rmniorod trademarks of Nh: -j
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Jet Set Radio

Our goal is to preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by, before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to everyone who makes this possible.

Starting with the original writers and editors,

to all the people involved in acquiring and

digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out,

in whichever way possible.

Either by donating magazines, scanning,

editing or helping in the distribution,

visit us at www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving magazines

which are at least 5 years out of print.

We have no desire, nor intent to profit

from these scans in any way.

So please,

if you come across people trying

to sell these releases.

PO NOT SUPPORT THEM!

THANK YOU
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